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EDITOR’SVIEW
China’s changing supply chain role

For several years now it has been very obvious that changing 
economic and business conditions, including major changes in 
supply chain management practices, are having a dramatic effect on 

trade fl ows in Asia and beyond. In particular, the rise of China, primarily 
in terms of its growth as a location for outsourced manufacturing, has 
resulted in a gravitational shift in fl ows of parts, fi nished goods and bulk 
commodities on both a regional and global level. 

Evidence is now emerging that China’s impact on trade fl ows may be 
even more profound than previously thought, and the country may in fact 
be taking on the role as an export platform for the entire Asian region. 

It is no secret that in recent years, spurred by clear improvement in 
its logistics infrastructure and, albeit to a lesser extent, the regulatory 
environment, a host of major global brands and LSPs have been looking 
to China as the preferred location for fi nal work on goods before sending 
them on to western markets. 

The trend, sometimes known as ‘Distribution Centre Bypass,’ seeks 
to take advantage of China’s lower warehousing and labour costs against 
the higher costs of handling inventory in western markets. 

The trend has added legs due to the perceived advantages of such 
operations to move on expected continuing growth in consumer demand 
in the potentially giant domestic market. 

Consensus on the reality of this trend is gaining momentum. At the 
end of 2007, an Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) report concluded 
that within Asia, China had become, “the destination of choice for fi nal 
assembly and processing of goods”. 

The report draws this conclusion from two main indicators. First, 
China has been taking a higher and higher share of high-value exports 
from virtually all major exporting Asian markets. While a proportion of 
these exports is certainly going to feed the rising consumer demand 
mentioned above, a signifi cant proportion is also believed to be parts, 
components and fi nished goods eventually destined for the US and 
Europe. 

Moreover, while exports from virtually all Asian countries have been 
expanding, the share of those exports going to North America since 
2000, with the exceptions of China and Vietnam, and high-value exports 
from Malaysia, has been falling. The same is true for the EU, with the 
proportion of exports to North America from every major Asian exporter, 
except China, falling since 2000. 

“Previously, parts, components and finished goods would be 
shipped direct from many Asian countries to their fi nal markets in the 
West. Increasingly, those goods and components make a triangular 
journey, passing through China for the fi nal stage of production,” says 
the report. 

Clearly, this has layers of implications for patterns of manufacturing, 
trade, supply chain operations and general economic development both 
for China and for Asia as a whole. 

The provision of more sophisticated supply chain services obviously 
bodes well for the ambitions of China’s hubs, which are still largely 
regarded as basic import/export freight forwarding service providers. 

On a national level, the success in moving up the manufacturing 
and distribution value chain also bodes well for the sustainability of 
the country’s economic expansion; indicating an evolution to the next 
stage of its development. Finally, on a regional level, it fuels ideas of the 
emergence of China as Asia’s anchor economy, with the added strategic 
function of it being the region’s major trade integrator with western 
markets. 
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PRESIDENT’S/FOUNDER’SMESSAGE

Time fl ies when you’re doing something you love. Since the 
founding of Supply Chain Asia, I have been getting much more 
engaged with the supply chain industry in a more intimate way 
– meeting more people and appreciating the intricacies that 
complicate and justify the existence of this community. 

When I fi rst set out to build Supply Chain Asia, all I wanted 
was a platform that gathers professionals from our community 
together to network, make friends and learn from each other. As 
we evolve, we realise there is a stronger need for the professionals 
in the industry to connect across local and national boundaries. 
And in Asia, this becomes even more evident in our need to 
connect with each other to better understand the challenges 
faced by the many different economy structures and cultures 
in the region. 

We do not merely encourage connection for business focus 
alone. In fact, Supply Chain Asia is an informal platform, as we 
want our community members to be able to network in a free 
and open environment. 

For 2008, Supply Chain Asia hopes to extend its reach to more 
professionals working and living in Asia as well as those outside 
Asia keen to participate in the development of the supply chain 
sector in the region. 

We are planning some major activities in 2008. The Supply 
Chain Asia Forum will be held in Singapore on July 8-10. During 
the event, we will launch the fi rst ever Young Professionals 
Forum, for graduating students and industry professionals under 
30 years of age. We will also be embark on a Career Talk Fair in 
March. 

Asosiasi Logistik Indonesia (ALI)

Chartered Institute of Logistics & Transport Singapore (CILT)

China Federation of Logistics & Purchasing (CFLP)

Singapore Economic Development Board (EDB)
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The Logistics Institute - Asia Pacifi c (TLIAP)

As part of our expansion plans, we hope to bring some of these 
activities to other countries. In April 2008, we will co-host an event 
with the Philippines Institute of Supply Management (PISM), which 
will be our inaugural Supply Chain Asia Dialogue event. These 
Dialogues will enable us to engage the local community as well as 
assist our regional and international members to reach out and 
network with them. We hope to run more such localised events to 
facilitate extensive networking between local professionals as well 
as regional and international community members.

Supply Chain Asia remains very much a focused hobby for 
me. My challenge in 2008 will be the management of time within 
my full time work and ensuring that we continue our push to 
expand the reach of this community.

Finally, I want to take this opportunity to wish all our readers 
a happy and successful New Year, and to all our Chinese readers, 
I want to wish them a happy and prosperous year of the rat. The 
rat is known as one of the hardest-working signs in the Chinese 
zodiac, and will help us to overcome any setbacks or obstacles 
over 2008, so we can look forward to a year where we really shine, 
both personally and professionally.
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UNITED STATES 
OF AMERICA

THE 
NETHERLANDS

FRANCE

•

•

Renault SA announced the creation of a new 
department covering supply chain and logistics. 
The department’s responsibilities will include 
managing production and transport capacities, 
and organising transport routes. 

Research from Capgemini, in partnership with 
DHL Exel Supply Chain, revealed that after-
market service revenues as a percentage of total 
company revenue are set to rise by 50% over 
the next fi ve years. After-market services include 
exchange, return and repair logistics. On average, 
manufacturing companies are said to be already 
harvesting 25% of their profi ts from this area. 

Starbucks said it was investing more than 
US$1m to develop two farmer support centres 
tasked with improving the quality of east African 
coffees. The company said it wanted to double its 
purchasing of east African coffee by 2009. Dub 
Hay, senior vice president of the group’s global 
coffee procurement, said it is currently diffi cult 
for coffee growers to meet required yields of high 
quality beans. 

EAST 
AFRICA

• Dell announced that Kevin 
 Rollins had stepped down 
 as CEO to be replaced by   
 company founder Michael 
 Dell. The replacement comes 
 after the company lost its 
 lead in PC market share to 
 Hewlett-Packard.  

• SunPower Corp, the solar 
 power solutions provider, 
 signed a fi ve-year agreement 
 with Jiawei SolarChina 
 Co of Beijing for supply of 
 monocrystalline silicon 
 ingots and silicon wafers. 
 From 2008, SunPower will 
 purchase suffi cient silicon 
 and ingot wafer forms to 
 satisfy production 
 requirements for more than 
 900MW of solar cell 
 production.

CEVA Logistics said it 
was looking to achieve 
more than 60% growth 
in annual revenue over 
the next three years 
with a view to hitting 
US$13bn by 2010. CEO 
John Pattullo said that 
following the acquisition 
of US forwarder EGL in 
August, Netherlands-
based CEVA was now 
the fourth largest global 
logistics provider, behind 
DHL ($29bn), Kuehne 
+ Nagel ($14bn) and 
Schenker ($13bn). 
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CHINA

China and Vietnam said they would speed 
up cooperation to improve the infrastructure 
on two corridors between two south-western 
Chinese cities and four northern Vietnamese 
localities. At a seminar in early December, 
the two countries committed to speed up 
cooperation in building expressways, rail 
routes, seaports and telecoms networks.

SOUTH KOREA

DUBAI

VIETNAM

IBM announced a seven-year 
deal with Telstra that extends 
a supply chain outsourcing 
arrangement with the company. 
The deal sees IBM take over 
end-to-end responsibility for the 
operation of Telstra’s supply chain 
for telecoms parts, with IBM 
the lead logistics provider for a 
large network of Telstra suppliers 
across the country. 

AUSTRALIA

TAIWAN

SOUTH 
AFRICA

•

•

Sinotrans Air Transportation 
Development sold its half of 
Shanghai-headquartered Exel-
Sinotrans Freight Forwarding to 
its joint venture partner DPWN. 
A statement to the Shanghai 
stock exchange said DPWN paid 
Euro61m for the stake. Exel-
Sinotrans Freight Forwarding 
made a profi t of Euro10m last year. 

DHL announced development of 
a new US$175m DHL Express 
North Asia hub in Shanghai. 
The global express and logistics 
company said the facility, to be 
located at Shanghai Pudong 
International Airport, would 
provide better connections from 
Asia to the US and Europe.

China Shipping Group signed 
an agreement to acquire a 20% 
stake in a new container terminal 
in Egypt’s Mediterranean port of 
Damietta. Other investors in the 
US$200m facility, which is set for 
completion by 2009, include CMA 
CGM and United Arab Shipping. 

EGYPT

JAPAN

Emirates announced the 
launch of daily fl ights to 
Cape Town from March 
2008. The route will 
be Emirates’ second 
gateway in South Africa 
and its 15th in the African 
continent. Emirates 
said it is experiencing 
increasing demand for 
travel to South Africa 
from Asia, the Indian 
sub-continent and the 
Middle East. 

Aramex unveiled 
a new cutting-
edge supply chain 
solution for Middle 
East fashion 
retailers. The service 
is aimed at tapping 
the enormous 
expansion in fashion 
business in the 
region, expected 
to be worth some 
US$7.35bn in Dubai 
alone by 2009. 

Ten companies have made 
bids to take over the 
US$1.6bn Korea Express. 
The bidders include CJ, 
GS, STX, Korea National 
Agricultural Cooperative, 
Hyundai Heavy  
Industries, LS Cable, 
Hyosung, Seoul Asset 
Management, Kumho 
Asiana  
Group and Hanjin Group. 
Korea’s biggest logistics 
company is selling 24m 
shares after being in court 
receivership for six years.

MOL announced that Shoe Carnival Inc, the 
US retailer of family footwear, would use 
MOL Consolidation Services headquartered 
in Hong Kong, to provide freight 
consolidation services for shoes produced in 
China. MOL will provide container services 
and global air freight forwarding and 
customs house brokerage services through 
its strategic partner, Kintetsu World Express. 

• India’s Civil Aviation Ministry 
denied an appeal by the 
Airports Authority of India (AOI) 
to prevent Delhi International 
Airport Ltd establishing 
subsidiaries for the provision of 
cargo and hospitality services 
at the airport. The denial, 
considered to be a pro-rule-
of-law decision over a national 
government agency, has been 
welcomed by the international 
investment community. 

• UPS announced a strategic 
alliance with domestic logistics 
services company AFL. 
The alliance took effect on 
January 1, 2008. The strategic 
alliance allows AFL to pick up 
international export shipments 
on behalf of UPS destined 
for more than 200 countries 
where the global major has a 
network and will increase UPS’ 
access points for customers 
with international delivery 
requirements in India from 
the present 22 cities to more 
than 200 locations across the 
country. 

INDIA

Notebook PC makers 
set a new record in Q3 
2007, manufacturing 
29m notebook PCs or 
89% of all notebook 
computers shipped in 
that quarter. A study 
from market researcher 
DisplaySearch revealed 
several major PC brands, 
including HP, Dell, Apple 
and Acer Gateway, 
outsourced 100% of their 
core notebook assembly 
to subcontractors. 
Quanta is the largest 
Taiwanese PC notebook 
subcontractor followed 
by Compal and Wilstron. 
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Infrastructure key to sustaining 
India’s growth
India says it needs to invest billions of  dollars 
to improve its creaking infrastructure as the 
building of  roads and ports is failing to keep 
pace with the country’s economic growth. 

T he  de puty  cha i r man  o f  the 
government’s Planning Commission, 
Montek Singh Ahluwalia, told an economic 
summit in New Delhi the country needs to 
invest US$500bn in infrastructure projects 
over the coming five years to sustain growth 
rates of  9%. 

Around 70% of  the money will come 
from the government, while private investors 
are being asked to come up with the balance 
of  $150bn. 

A consultant at the Confederation of  
Indian Industry (CII), Bidisha Ganguly, said 
India needs everything, from high-speed 
expressways, to new power plants, airports 
and freight corridors. 

“It is very, very critical, and the good 
news is that you now have the government 
recognising that and setting policy guidelines 
that gears things up for an increase in 
investment in the infrastructure sector,” 
said Ganguly. “Without that investment you 
could see some kind of  slowdown in growth; 
you could also see the disparities among 
states increasing.” 

The high growth in recent years has 
exposed the country’s antiquated transport 
and power systems. 

Highways, used to transport most goods, 
account for only 2% of  the country’s roads. 
Average unloading and reloading time at 

clogged ports is 85 hours, ten times longer 
than in Singapore or Hong Kong. 

The Asian Development Bank calls 
infrastructure the most pressing problem in 
the economy, and says the deficiencies have 
eroded growth already. 

For India, the challenge is not just finding 
the money, but moving people out of  the way, 
in a relatively open and democratic society. 

Government and industry leaders seem 
to all agree on one thing: road transport 
infrastructure improvements will be crucial 
for the country’s social and economic 
development. 

India has a road network of  over 3.3m 
km, one of  the most extensive in the world. 
In relation to the total population, India’s 
road network is almost twice as long as 
China’s. However, only about 6% of  the 
country’s roads can be described as relatively 

well developed. Of  these, national highways 
constitute about 2% and state highways 
around 4%. 

Freight movement by road transport 
has been growing at an average rate of  9% 
over the past four years. According to the 
Government of  India Planning Commission, 
assuming a 9% growth rate during the 11th 
Five Year Plan (2007-2012), total freight 
traffic volume carried by road should reach 
1.231bn tonne km (BTKM) by the end of  
the plan period.     

Forecast for road freight volume 
and growth rate

Indian supply chain management company 
Arshiya International will invest Rs 3000 
crore (30 billion rupees or US$762m) in free 
trade warehousing zones (FTWZ) and rail 
rakes over the coming five years. 

The company will invest the amount in 
two phases. The first Rs 1800 crore will be 
used to develop three FTWZs near Mumbai 
and Delhi, and in Sohar Port in Oman. 

“The FTWZ infrastructure will improve 

Arshiya to invest billions in zones and rail 
Exim Trade and will provide customers 
value-added services beyond traditional 
logistics and supply chain services,” Arshiya 
chairman Ajay S Mittal said at a December 
press conference in Mumbai. 

“We expect  merchant  t rader s, 
retailers, steel and oil companies to use our 
warehouses to store and refurbish imported 
goods to re-export them at a profit.” 

Arshiya is targeting the retail sector and 

might get into cold chain management of  
food items as early as next year, he added.

The company will also invest in rakes 
for operation of  container trains between 
Delhi and Mumbai. 

The company has raised Rs 97 crore 
(US$25m) through private placement and 
filed a qualified institutional placement for 
Rs 350 crore. The rest of  the funds will 
come from internal accruals.     

Source: Planning Commission, GOI, Cygnus Research
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Commercial air links between China and 
the US will increase exponentially over 
the coming two years as airlines from both 
countries take advantage of  dozens more 
flying slots. 

Chinese carriers will add 58 new weekly 
flights to the US before the end of  2009, 
while US carriers will add 42 new frequencies 
in the same time frame. US carriers currently 
offer 70 weekly services to Beijing, Shanghai 
and Guangzhou. 

The new flights will mainly link the 
key metropolitan centres of  Beijing and 
Shanghai with US cities such as Seattle, 
Los Angeles, New York, Washington, San 
Francisco, Detroit and Atlanta. United 
Airlines will bring the number of  its flights 
to China to six per day with a new San 
Francisco-Guangzhou slot beginning in 
March 2008. 

The additional services, including first 
time international services for second tier 
airlines Hainan Airlines and Shanghai 
Airlines, will see a 10% rise in Chinese 
airlines’ share of  China-US traffic to 45%. 

According to the Centre for Asia Pacific 
Aviation, the increased traffic share for 
mainland carriers will put Beijing in a 
stronger position when the issue of  open 
skies is raised again in 2010. 

“Chinese airlines will have largely 
addressed the current numerical and 
qualitative imbalance on the route by that 
time, raising the overall chances of  success 
of  a liberalised deal,” the Sydney-based 
consultancy said. 

It’s believed the prospect of  such a deal 
could result in a liberalisation watershed for 
the industry in Asia. 

“Japan, not previously renowned for 
its liberal approach to international air 
services, is also currently quietly sponsoring 
moves to open up the China-Korea-Japan 
triangle for region to region liberalisation, in 
recognition of  the inevitable market opening 
to come.”     

EIU says major changes 
required for successful 
global sourcing

ProLogis, the world’s largest manager 
and developer of  industrial distribution 
facilities, will invest US$600m in logistics 
complexes in South Korea, according to the 
country’s Ministry of  Commerce, Industry 
and Energy. 

The Denver-based Fortune 1000 company 
has signed a memorandum of  understanding 
(MOU) with the Ministry and the Gyeonggi 
Province administration to develop 667,000sq 
m of  high-tech logistics complexes in Bucheon 
and Anseong, southwest and south of  the 
capital Seoul. Gyeonggi Province will raise an 
additional $400m for the projects. 

State-run Korea Land Corp will 

A new report from the Economist Intel-
ligence Unit says many companies need to 
make fundamental changes in operations 
and organisational structure in order to 
remain competitive in a global sourcing 
environment. 

T i t l ed  ‘Globa l  supp ly  cha ins : 
understanding risks and rewards’, the report 
says while companies can benefit from low-
cost supplies and diversifying their vendor 
base overseas, globalisation is throwing up a 
host of  new challenges including managing 
trade laws, accounting for events that could 
derail important shipments and ensuring 
current systems are able to accommodate 
exchange-rate fluctuations, language 
differences and other issues. 

“To create successful global supply 
chains, executives need to integrate 
operations both vertically and horizontally, 
creating a centralised supply chain that gives 
executives insight into all parts of  the chain, 
from product design to manufacturing and 
distribution,” the EIU says. 

The report outlines several key steps 
companies should take in planning a global 

ProLogis pours $600m into 
South Korea

supply chain strategy, including: 
• Creating centralised supply chain 

management operations that are 
integrated vertically and horizontally, 
in a matrix, throughout all business 
processes—from product design 
through sourcing and procurement to 
manufacturing and distribution. 

• Improving the quality, quantity and 
visibility of  product data all along 
the supply chain, start ing with 
customers and including suppliers, 
logistics and transportation service 
providers, distributors, retailers and 
others. Thorough and accurate demand 
planning is extremely important. 

• Building flexible supply chains with 
diversified sources of  supply and 
logistics, but with strong, mutually 
beneficial relationships with suppliers, 
and;

• Maintaining connections to alternative 
sources of  key supplies, and creating 
a broad enough transportation and 
logistics network to circumvent local 
problems.     

China 
expands 
aviation 
sector

take charge of  the development of  the 
138,000sq m of  land in Bucheon where a 
six-story centre will be constructed, while 
Gyeonggi Urban Innovation Corp will 
manage the development of  a two-story 
centre on 529,000sq m of  land in Anseong. 
The centres will have features such as 
ramps for heavy trucks to directly access 
areas on all floors, eco-friendly features and 
advanced storage and tracking systems. 

Hong Suk-Woo, deputy minister for 
Investment Policy at MOCIE, said the deal 
would create some 4000 jobs while having a 
substantial positive effect on South Korea’s 
supply chain hubbing ambitions.     
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The imminent extension of TNT’s Asia Road Network (ARN) into 
China represents a major milestone in the Dutch company’s 
business expansion plans for Asia. It is also potentially a very 

positive development in the logistics market in a region where 
cross-border road freight transport systems are still often considered 
unreliable; yet a region where many countries are bent on better 
economic and trade integration with their neighbours.  

TNT trucks started trial runs from Hanoi in north Vietnam to 
Nanning, capital of Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region, and 
Guangzhou in December, effectively paving the way for an unbroken, 
high-quality road express link all the way from Malaysia to southern 
China. The service is to be fully operational by early this year. The 
ultimate plan is to extend the ARN to link 120 cities in Asia over a 
distance of 4000km. 

“With the ARN we are building a road express network in the 
region unprecedented in terms of quality, reliability and coverage,” 
said Onno Boots, regional managing director, TNT southeast Asia. “It 
will be the backbone of our unique service offerings in the region and 
mirrors what we have done so successfully in Europe.” 

It was the focus on creating a network that underpinned the 
company’s 2006 sale of its contract logistics business. “We were 
operating dedicated sites for dedicated customers, which was a high 
risk business because you design and build a warehouse and then 
the customer can move on. It’s also a low margin business. Running 
networks is what we’re good at. It’s our core competency, and what 
differentiates us from our competitors.” 

Plotting a path through Asia
Turloch Mooney looks at the ongoing expansion of TNT’s Asia Road Network and its central role in 
the company’s development strategies for the region

There is no denying the value in the road network proposition. 
Despite generally very high levels of investment in expressway and 
highway networks over the past decades, domestic road freight 
transport systems in a number of Asian countries still leave much to 
be desired. Shipping cargo overland across borders is often considered 
risky and inefficient in many parts of Asia, especially when it comes to 
high-value goods or time-sensitive shipments. 

China is a case in point. Although showing signs of improvement, 
road freight transport systems outside of eastern and southern regions 
are still unreliable and goods can be subject to unpredictable and 
sometimes lengthy delays, as well as the risk of pilferage and damage 
to goods due to mishandling. 

For cross-border shipments, customs and border-crossing agency 
clearance procedures, although clearly improving, can still be very 
inefficient. In its November 2007 Logistics Performance Index and 
report, the World Bank found that companies need to deal with 
an average of four different border agencies for import and export 
clearance. Just 20% of the hundreds of companies polled in the study 
described the level of competence of these agencies in China as high. 
Fewer than 19% of respondents described road transport service 
providers as displaying a high level of competence, and the possibility 
of a review procedure if something goes wrong with your shipment 
was found to be a miserly .36%. 

The situation is similar in Vietnam. Just 15.38%, 23.08% and 
16.67% of respondents to the World Bank survey described the level 
of competence of road transport service providers; customs and other 
border crossing agencies, in that order, as high or very high. 

What TNT is offering is a guaranteed, time-definite cross-border 
express trucking service, with full freight track and trace capability. In 
short, it is investing in the right equipment, staff, IT, security systems 
and connections to manage the challenges of cross-border road 
express transport in the region, and in doing so effectively offering 
shippers an alternative transport option faster than sea and cheaper 
than air. 

Being able to make the guarantees inherent in the ARN offering 
is a challenging proposition requiring significant investment in the 
areas mentioned above. Perhaps most important, however, is the 
need to forge agreements with different governments and official 
agencies. 

“It is more challenging for us to do this here than it was to do it 
in Europe,” said Boots. “In Europe, for instance, we have no customs. 
Here we need to build relationships with the various governments 
and state agencies.”

The timing for this is good. With some obvious exceptions, Asian 
governments are generally more business-focused than they were 
five years ago; they are more outward looking and have a much better 
understanding of the need to remove blockages to trade with their 
neighbours. 
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Vietnam’s recent entry to the World Trade Organisation is a very 
real example of this, while new direction in trade bodies such as 
ASEAN also helps. 

Signed in Singapore in November, the new ASEAN charter seeks 
to integrate the region into a common market by 2015, with plans 
for a goods green lane between member countries by 2010. TNT has 
noted that the expansion of the ARN into Vietnam in the middle of 
2007 makes it the first provider of time-definite services to facilitate 
the movement of goods within the East-West Economic Corridor 
(EWEC) – Myanmar excepted – thereby accelerating trade growth 
for many secondary cities along the route. 

Getting the ARN right is key to TNT’s Asia growth strategy.  At 
a basic level, it means the company can offer customers a viable 
alternative to sea and airfreight; an alternative that is two to three 
times faster than sea and up to 30% cheaper than air. Moreover, 
it vastly expands the types of integrated solutions it can offer 
customers and gives the company a strong differentiating element 
over its competitors. 

“It allows us to offer more options to customers who need 
different solutions that combine all transport modes. We can 
offer faster, slower, sea-air-road combinations, intra-Asia or 
intercontinental through our commercial airlift or international 
seafreight services. We can offer customers time-definite services 
for all freight weights in Asia and beyond.” 

While the ARN is being developed, the company is also 
developing its regional and intercontinental airlift. Although it 
doesn’t operate a dedicated air fleet in Asia at the moment, it does 
do point to point links back to Europe, which will be added to in 
2008 with a new service from Shanghai to Liege. Intra-regional airlift 
is currently provided through deals with commercial airlines but the 
plan is to eventually operate TNT aircraft in the region. 

In terms of customers, Boots says the strategy is to continue to 
leverage on the expertise built in Europe. “We are particularly strong 
in a number of verticals in Europe and Asia now. Automotives has 
always been a major area for us, particularly emergency production 
and after-market sales; and high-tech and telecoms, both parts and 
finished goods”. 

The company has made major inroads into the areas of life 
sciences and clinical trials in the region, with two of its six global 
Life Sciences Centres of Excellence now located in Asia. From these 
centres it offers end-to-end supply chain solutions to distributors 
and manufacturers of medical devices and medical diagnostics as 
well as hospital operators. 

Pharmaceutical companies conducting clinical trials are also 
an area of focus for the company, which provides supply chain 
management of testing kits to doctors carrying out the trials as 
well as blood and urine samples to laboratories following the 
administration of drugs to patients.     

Empower your Supply Chain with
Planvisage Advance Planning
solution and services.
For more information, visit us online www.Planvisage.com

Optimize your internal Supply Chain!

We are a Supply Chain Management consulting firm dedicated to providing products and 
services tailored to address real time supply chain problems thus providing a sustainable 
competitive advantage to its customers.

Our solutions include standard packaged solution for manufacturing processes, customized 
customer oriented solutions and Software As A Service (SaaS).
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Boxed in
Outside of China, the 
world’s terminals are facing 
a box crunch, reports Sam 
Chambers from Shanghai

Sometimes, when travelling the highways 
and byways of China’s dramatically 
changing coastline, it is hard to imagine 

that despite the incredible container port 
build-up here, we still face an impending 
capacity crunch for terminals worldwide. 

Latest figures from Drewry Shipping 
Consultants suggest that many terminals 
across the world wil l  be groaning, 
overstretched by 2012. 

Speaking at a recent conference in 
Europe, Neil Davidson, research director for 
Drewry, told delegates the organisation’s 
latest predictions for container terminal 
utilisation rates were “a pretty frightening 
story” and “bad news for the industry”.

His firm indicates that there will be 
around 773m teu of port capacity globally by 
2012, yet, if demand grows at an aggregate 
9.8% per annum, the container trade by 2012 
would be 774m teu. 

“There are some short-term blips – North 
America is one – but in the global long term, 

demand growth in the container port sector 
is here to stay, and capacity is set to become 
increasingly tight, “ said Davidson.

“And there is no sign of things getting any 
easier; if anything, it’s going to get harder.” 
Figures show that eastern European, Black 
Sea and Baltic ports will be the hardest hit, 
as the utilisation rate for these regions is 
predicted to reach more than 160%.

The stability of investment for foreigners 
in eastern Europe, especially Russia, continues 
to be a tetchy issue, keeping the big players 
at bay. 

Drewry’s figures indicate that the 
utilisation rate of northern European ports 
would reach almost 90%, while at southern 
European ports, it would be at just under 
80%, both of which Davidson labelled as 
manageable. Meanwhile, planned expansions 
at North American ports (see page 14) would 
keep the terminals ahead of the trade 
surge. 

However, ports in Asia are likely to 

struggle, he said, with utilisation rates 
reaching the 90% level. 

Likewise, there is a need for more capacity 
expansion projects in South America, as the 
region’s utilisation rate was expected to reach 
almost 110%.

As a counterpoint to Drewry’s arguement 
it is worth noting that before Yangshan 
opened in Shanghai, the mainland’s top port 
was operating at a third above its operating 
capacity, as were a handful of other ports 
along China’s coast. Process optimisation can 
outdate older design capacities. 

Still, when it comes to China, Drewry 
conversely predicts a potential dangerous glut 
of extra capacity with an earlier September 
report suggesting major port projects alone 
will add about 60m teu of capacity from 
now to the end of 2009, equivalent to about 
73% of the country’s capacity last year. Put 
another way, that’s more than the Hong Kong 
and Singapore totals combined, two of the 
world’s busiest ports.

“Given the development plans in the next 
two and a half years, there are concerns in the 
industry. There may be some overcapacity,” 
said Philip Damas, Drewry’s research director.

“The market’s major concern now is 
the US subprime impact. What is its impact 
on global growth, not just the United 
States itself,” said Qian Wang, Greater China 
Economist for JP Morgan.

China’s foreign trade growth peaked 
in 2003 at 37%, and fell to 24% in 2006. 
Economists say exports, which rose 28.6% in 
Jan-July, will lose steam in coming months.

Container traffic in China is expected to 
rise by 20% this year and 15% next year, com-
pared with more than 25% in 2002-2004.

“The overcapacity problem probably 
will occur after 2011 because currently the 
problem in the port sector is congestion. 
They do not have sufficient hardware, such as 
railway systems, to support port facilities,” an 
analyst from Atlantis Investment said.     
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Pacifi c Ocean

YOKOHAMA
(JAPAN)

COSCO Container Lines is 
trumpeting its new 

service via British Columbia’s brand new 
Fairview Terminal in Prince Rupert which it 
says will shave four days off  transit times from 
Yokohama to Chicago. Transit time will be 
reduced to just 13 days thanks to the shorter 
ocean crossing and the dedicated CN rail 
options in Canada. The new terminal opened 
to much fanfare in October with COSCO the 
fi rst client.

The new terminal is eagerly anticipated as 
many older facilities up and down the north 
American west coast approach full capacity.

COSCO and Hanjin Shipping currently 
operate a cross-loop PNW service using nine 
5,500 teu containerships. Prince Rupert will 
be added to the port-call list in October and 
be visited in the northbound leg. The service 
will rotate: Hong Kong, Yantian, Yokohama, 
Prince Rupert, Vancouver, Seattle, Yokohama, 
Shanghai, Pusan, Seattle Portland, Vancouver, 
Kwangyang, Hong Kong. The service began 
with the COSCO Antwerp leaving Hong 
Kong on October 19. Vessels will make stops 
in Yokohama every Tuesday, departing on 
Wednesday, and enter Prince Rupert every 
Wednesday.

The 54-acre terminal has three post-
panamax cranes, a minimum water depth at 
low tide of 52.5ft, and a seven track railroad 
terminal just off  the dock. The port’s fi rst year 
target is 300,000 teu, building up to 500,000, 

New Canadian option 
dramatically cuts transit 
time to US mid-west
Sam Chambers reports on the opening of the Fairview 
Container Terminal in British Columbia

while a Phase Two development will give it a 
1.5m teu capacity. 

The ice free port has a deep inner harbour 
close to the open sea, and is the shortest sea 
route from Asia – 36 hours sailing time closer 
to Shanghai than Vancouver and 68 hours (or 
1,000 miles) closer than Los Angeles. 

Detractors point out that it has no 
hinterland whatsoever and is totally reliant on 
moving cargoes east to Chicago and onwards 
to Memphis. 

“We are aware of the skepticism because 
the conventional model is to build near large 
concentrated urban areas and not in the 
isolated areas with no local markets,’ a port 
spokesperson said, arguing that West Coast 
congestion elsewhere combined with the 
best railroad option in North America (CN) 

would make Prince Rupert a highly attractive 
alternative, especially given surging bunker 
fuel prices. 

Service points in the US include Chicago, 
Detroit, Memphis and Arcadia. Cargo can 
also be delivered by truck to Indianapolis 
via Chicago, to Columbus via Detroit, and 
to Nashville via Memphis. Fairview Terminal 
is operated by New Jersey-based terminal 
operator giant Maher Terminals.

CN will be able to move intermodal trains 
from Prince Rupert to Toronto in 108 hours, 
to Chicago in 107 hours and to Memphis, 
Tennesse in 135 hours.

Meanwhile, the federal government has 
decided to amalgamate the three Canadian 
ports of Vancouver, Fraser River and Prince 
Rupert in early 2008.     

PRINCE RUPERT
(CANADA)
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CHICAGO
(USA)
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DIALOGUE

Globalisation and international 
outsourcing of manufacturing 
is radically changing the 
nature of supply chains. 
Supply chains are now more 
complex than ever before 
and create more challenges 
for companies, including 
increases in various forms of 
risk. Such risks can include 
product delays, foreign 
exchange risk and – as the 
rash of recent Chinese-made 
product recalls in the US 
showed – public health risks 
as a result of poor product 
quality.

Physical security regimes that allow for 
more control of the overseas portion 
of supply chain activities can no doubt 

help address these risks, but the real key is 
better collaboration between supply chain 
parties with the ultimate aim of achieving 
more holistic and integrated international 
and domestic supply chain operations. 

One company that has understood this for 
some time is US-based TradeCard. TradeCard 
offers the prospect of better collaboration 
among supply chain players through web-
based platforms and a partner network to 
execute supply chain functions. The company 
handles some US$24bn in retail transactions 
each year for something in the order of 16,000 
supply chain players, including the likes of 
JC Penny, Brooks Brothers and Nike. Supply 
Chain Asia caught up with CEO Kurt Cavano 
on his last visit to Hong Kong. 

Supply Chain best 
practices: looking at the 
big picture to improve 
supplier collaboration and 
reduce risk
A Supply Chain Asia dialogue with Kurt Cavano, CEO, Tradecard

❝There’s a whole set 
of new risks introduced. 
A good example is the 

impact of capital costs, or 
foreign exchange, that’s 
a huge risk, particularly 

now with the Dollar 
depreciating and the Euro 

soaring and questions 
about what’s going to 

happen with the RMB.❞
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Supply Chain Asia: Can you begin by giving us your thoughts on 
the impact of globalisation and generally more complex supply 
chain operations on the amount and type of risk companies are 
experiencing? 
Kurt: You don’t have to think back very many years, ten or twenty 
at most, and you can see how much has changed. Twenty years ago, 
you could have a billion-dollar apparel company, for example, that 
had several local factories and one warehouse that was managed 
by walking around; by going out and walking the factory fl oor and 
asking, “Are things being done correctly?”, “Are things on time?”, “Do 
the goods look good, do they look proper?”. 

Now we’re in an environment where 
that same billion-dollar company has 
1,000 different vendors in a dozen 
diff erent countries, and diff erent freight 
forwarders carrying goods in integration 
with their customs broker. There are three 
or four buying offi  ces of that company in 
diff erent regions of the world shipping to 
two diff erent DCs and goods coming into 
two or three diff erent ports. 

What a diff erence that decade or two has made; and what a 
diff erence to the amount of risk in that supply chain. You mentioned 
in your intro the increased chance of delays. 

Also, when I have a hundred diff erent vendors in a dozen diff erent 
countries, I have to worry about the regulatory risk of those diff erent 
countries; I have to worry about foreign exchange risk; I have to worry 
about the fi nancial viability of each one of these companies. 

There’s this incredible advantage that can take place because of 
global sourcing, by using low cost labour; by specialising on what you 
are really good at. But there’s a whole set of new risks introduced. A 
good example is the impact of capital costs, or foreign exchange, that’s 
a huge risk, particularly now with the Dollar depreciating and the Euro 
soaring and questions about what’s going to happen with the RMB. 

But there are other risks as well in the whole area of fi nance. What 
is the cost of capital of the factories you’re using? If you’re working 
with a factory in Taiwan there’s good access to cash, but if you’re 
working with a factory in Turkey or Pakistan, or even Vietnam, there’s 
less good access to cash so there are higher rates paid for that cash 
and that impacts cost. 

Supply Chain Asia: With the assumption that a higher degree of 
collaboration among supply chain players, and therefore better 
overall supply chain visibility, can help to mitigate these risks, where 
do you see the main ‘black holes’ in supply chain visibility occurring 
at the moment?
Kurt: When we look at typical supply chains and we talk to diff erent 
companies, we typically see between a dozen and two-dozen touch 
points in their supply chains. 

What are those touch points? Between the buyer and the vendors; 
between vendors and raw materials suppliers; between factories and 
freight forwarders; between the logistics companies and the diff erent 
carriers and customs offi  cials. 

Every one of those touch points gives the opportunity for a 
problem. Paper is the really good proxy for whether there are black 
holes in supply chain operations. When we go out and look at diff erent 
supply chains, if there are emails or faxes or paper in the supply 

chain, then you can guarantee that each one of these transitions 
from electronic information to paper, or to a fax or to an email, is an 
opportunity for a black hole. 

In every one of those touch points, when there’s paper involved, 
there’s a black hole. It’s phenomenal. We see companies that have no 
paper and then we see companies that, at every one of those touch 
points, have people re-keying information into diff erent systems and 
there’s paper. Those are the traditional black holes. 

The other piece we see is that people tend to think of their supply 
chains as one-dimensional – comprising just a buyer and a supplier. 
That sort of thinking is really what gets a lot of people in trouble. You 

not only have to think about your supply 
chain as ALL the participants, but you 
need to think about it in multiple levels. 

So, for example, I may be buying 
shirts from a company in Taiwan or Hong 
Kong who is manufacturing in China, 
but I am also dependent not only on 
the company in Hong Kong and their 
factories in China, I am also dependent 

on the raw materials suppliers who may be located in Korea. Those 
multi-level supply chains have tremendous opportunities for black 
holes and that’s a giant challenge for a lot of companies.

 
Supply Chain Asia: Where does technology come in? 
Kurt:The real key that I see fi rst and foremost is eliminating the 
paper in the process. If the buyer is generating a purchase order 
(PO) electronically, everything that happens after that, such as PO 
amendments, PO acknowledgements, invoices, packing lists, shipping 
manifests, inspection certifi cates, customs information – all of that 
should follow the PO electronically, so there isn’t somebody keying 
the information in but rather passing that electronic data around. 
Technology can aid this process tremendously. 

With the Internet, you can now pass that data around electronically. 
You should never be keying it in and you should think about your 
supply chain partners as an extension of your back offi  ce. 

So, the fi rst addition technology can make is simply allowing the 
passing of information in electronic format through the supply chain 
so everybody has access to it. 

The second level is then wrapping that with a set of applications 
that actually intelligently use that information, such as workfl ow 
and event management. This means you can be more proactive in 
managing your supply chain. You don’t have to wait for things to 
happen, you can spot things in advance and make sure the right people 
are aware of them – that’s workfl ow and event management. 

Supply Chain Asia: Getting back to increasing levels of risk, if you 
take, for instance, production of a product in a place such as China 
that is sub-standard for some reason, how can that be avoided with 
the sort of automation you’re talking about?
Kurt: That’s about visibility. So, in that case, for instance, to be able to 
do online inspection certifi cates. Somebody inspects the goods and 
can get the information out to all parties so that you know there’s a 
problem. In cases like the recent recalls with the lead paint and the pet 
food, it takes not only technology, it takes a company view.

Even though it might be a vendor in China or a vendor in Hong 
Kong and a factory in China and a buyer in the US, the view needs to 

❝That factory in southern rural China 
is YOUR factory. Even though you 

don’t own it; even though you’re just 
paying them to do it; you need to think 
about it as part of your company.

❞
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be that the supply chain is all my extended company. You need to 
think about that fi rst and say, “Look, I need to think about all of these 
players as part of my supply chain and part of my company”. 

Then you need to layer in the technology, so you have really 
good visibility into what the specifi cations given to the vendor are; 
what inspections need to be carried out and  who has access to the 
information on the inspections in the local buying offi  ce before the 
goods get on the boat or the plane headed for the US. 

That kind of immediate access to information and immediate 
access to “what’s going on in your supply chain” can catch a lot of 
problems before they get on the boat. I like to think of it as having a 
holistic view of your supply chain: “I’m going to think about all these 
things because my supply chain is really an extension of my company 
and I’m going to use technology to link it together so I can avoid these 
problems in the future.” 

Supply Chain Asia: In your experience, what kind of companies 
understand this well and are doing this well at the moment? Are we 
talking about major international brand owners? Are we talking about 
particular vertical sectors - like automotive or retail; the verticals that 
have traditionally been more eff ective in getting their supply chains 
more effi  cient? Or are there smaller, niche players as well? 
Kurt: We’re seeing it happen all over the place. The real key to 
understanding this is looking at an industry and how long have they 
been sourcing overseas; how mature they are. 

For example, if you look at footwear, they’ve been sourcing 
overseas and looking for low-cost labor countries to do this so they’re 
extremely sophisticated. For example, in the US, 90% of all footwear 
is imported from overseas. We work with companies like Nike; they 
have a tremendously sophisticated supply chain, which doesn’t have 
a lick of paper in it.  

If you look at apparel companies, there’s been a massive shift in 
the past ten years from a manufacturing base in the southern US to 
all over Asia. They’re starting to get more sophisticated. They’re still 
behind the footwear companies, but they’re starting to get more 
sophisticated. 

Consumer electronics has had globally integrated supply chains 
for quite a while and they’re very sophisticated as well. 

In the past you had to use in-house applications that were very 
expensive, and it was only the big companies that could really 
compete in the space, such as the likes of Sony and the sophisticated 
electronics retailers like Best Buy. Now, hosted applications and the 
Internet have opened the whole world to smaller companies. 

At TradeCard, we see very large companies like Nike or Columbia 
Sportswear using our services and then very small companies. We 
have a $20m company called International Playthings that brings in 
toys from all over the world using our platform, and also some very 
small, specialised footwear manufacturers that do hiking boots, that 
may be $20-$50m companies. 

It’s their vertical maturity combined with software-as-a-service 
(Saas) and the internet that has allowed a whole new set of players 
to come in to do this because the technology is just easier than it 
used to be.

Supply Chain Asia: What about from a geographical point of view. 
Is it your experience that Asian businesses tend to be open to trade 
process automation? 
Kurt: When TradeCard got started we started focusing on the trade 
fl ows between the US and Asia – basically large US importers and 
Asian manufacturers. 

We opened our fi rst offi  ce in HK, then Taiwan, then China (and it 
grew from there), then Sri Lanka. What was really surprising to us is 
that we thought that our biggest trade fl ows would be US to Asia and 
then, as we opened up in Europe, we would see trade fl ows between 
Europe and Asia. 

Our second biggest trade fl ow through our system, with all the 
billions of dollars that we process, is actually intra-Asia business. What 
we have seen is companies starting to use the technology for exports 
to the US but now applying it to their intra-Asia business as well. 

There are some specifi c Asian companies, such as TAL Apparel 
(Dr Lee is really innovative in the way he thinks about supply chains) 
and MAS holdings in Sri Lanka, which are really proactive in their use 
of technology. 

Supply Chain Asia: What’s your view for the future? In ten years time 
do you think supply chain processes fi rst of all will be much more 
international, and secondly will be much more automated, with better 
supply chain integration and collaboration overall? 
Kurt: If you think about the retail Internet and what’s happened in ten 
years – in terms of things such as the buying of books and even person-
to-person links through sites such as Facebook – you get a sense of 
how things are changing. I know personally if I can avoid going into 
a store, and I can buy what I want over the Internet, I’m going to do 
that – on a personal basis. And those same tools are coming to the 
commercial B2B world. 

As these trends mature, we see a kind of global, interconnected 
world where people and companies are passing information back 
and forth, with services wrapped around it. And it’s not only the 
buyers and sellers that are connected; it’s the logistics providers; 
the inspection companies, and all the diff erent governments from a 
customs perspective. 

You start to see a much more effi  cient, much more visible and 
much safer supply chain, because of the visibility that comes with 
that.

Another element that we see driving things is the whole idea 
of sustainability. If I can make my supply chain more eff ective by 
connecting everybody together, I can fi gure out how to ship more 
effi  ciently; I can fi gure how to get the right stuff  in the right place 
more accurately, so I can create a more sustainable, greener supply 
chain as well.     

DIALOGUE

❝Another element that we see driving 
things is the whole idea of sustainability. If I 

can make my supply chain more effective by 
connecting everybody together, I can fi gure 
out how to ship more effi ciently; I can fi gure 
how to get the right stuff in the right place 
more accurately, so I can create a more 

sustainable, greener supply chain as well.❞
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Supply Chain strategies for 
the Asia Pacifi c theatre:
Think globally. Act locally. Achieve 
high performance regionally

By Jeffrey Russell, 
managing partner, 
Supply Chain, Asia Pacifi c, Accenture

The Asia Pacifi c theatre—China, Japan 
and Korea in the northeast, Australasia 
in the southeast, and Pakistan at 

the western boundary—is home to more 
than half the world’s population. India and 
China alone each have more than a billion 
people. 

For many centuries, the area has been an 
epicentre of trade between east and west. 
More recently, it’s also been a major supply 
source for multinational organisations. But 
now, consumer markets are also springing 
up at an unprecedented rate. Domestic 

businesses are expanding rapidly, and 
they’re deriving business from outside as 
well as inside the region. Metaphorically 
speaking, the theatre is on fi re.

Not surprisingly, many companies 
have rushed in to stake their claims—not 
unlike history’s many other gold rushes. 
Unfortunately, not every prospector got rich 
during previous booms. The opportunities 
were there, but “extracting” them was 
a lot more risky and difficult than most 
expected. The same is (and will continue to 
be) true in the Asia Pacifi c region. Barriers 

are common, including the sprawling 
geography, diverse cultures, extreme levels 
of economic development, and a fractured 
regulatory environment and infrastructure. 
Creating wealth is turning out to be harder 
than many anticipated. 

In their dash to the theatre, many 
companies have actually fallen short in the 
same basic way: they underestimated the 
importance and complexity of supply chain 
mastery. In a part of the world characterized 
by abundant dissimilarities and tremendous 
physical, cultural and regulatory hurdles, 
supply chain excellence is essential. 
Mastering the supply chain can also help 
companies understand and manage the 
area’s high-double-digit growth trends. In 
2005, Asia Pacifi c accounted for 37% of the 
world’s gross domestic product, and most 
countries in Asia Pacifi c are growing their 
GDP at far above world rates. Also in 2005, 
approximately 65% of the world’s container 
traffic passed through ports in the Asia 
Pacifi c region. The top eight Chinese ports 
alone represented 26.5% of total worldwide 
container traffi  c.1

Through this semi-monthly editorial 
column, we at Accenture look forward to 
providing insights that Asia Pacifi c supply 
chain leaders can use to operate more 
eff ectively within the region. In this article, 
we’ll look at the challenges associated 
with a growing Asia Pacifi c presence and 
why a “regional approach” to supply chain 
management is key to overcoming them. 
Still, numerous common themes will recur 
from month to month: 
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• The need for an end-to-end supply chain 
perspective.

• The importance of measurement and 
supply-chain-wide visibility.

• The value of an integrated sales and 
operations planning process.

• Tight links with customers and suppliers 
to maximise demand visibility and 
customer service, and reduce working 
capital and cost-of-goods sold.

• The role of logistics partnerships in 
effecting high-performance sourcing 
and market penetration.

• Well-orchestrated supplier-recruitment, 
certification and alignment programs 
to achieve quality, cost and service 
objectives.

• The importance of simultaneously 
managing high levels of organic and 
inorganic growth—particularly the 
role of the supply chain in formulating/
executing inorganic growth strategies, 
such as acquisitions and alliances. 

However, the bottom line will always 
be that supply chain mastery—in the 
Asia Pacific theatre and elsewhere—is 
synonymous with managing cost/service 
tradeoffs to raise margins, free up working 
capital, and open/support new channels 
to improve top-line growth. Nor does any 
function contribute as much to the art of 
risk management, and the attainment of an 
optimal balance between managing supply 
and satisfying demand. 

The theatre’s unique challenges
Supply chain management across the Asia 
Pacific theatre can be much more difficult 
than in other parts of the world. There are 
many reasons for this. 

Country kingdoms
Asia Pacific is not one geography. Each country 
has its own culture, language and network of 
relationships—all of which tend to transcend 
more global structures and systems. Now, 
however, globalisation and transnational 
ERP systems are coming together to 
slowly tip the balance in favour of different 
governance, organisation and operating 
models. Supply chain efficiency commonly 
drives a centralisation arguement, although 
the importance of local working relationships 
argues for each country to remain in charge. 
Basically, it’s the embodiment of the phrase 
“think globally, act locally”—developing the 

right balance between economies of scale 
and unique local nuances.

High supply chain costs
Layered and complex supply chains—
part and parcel across the Asia Pacific 
theatre—nearly always mean high costs. 
The differential can be 30% to 50% above 
western averages, although this varies 
across countries. There are also higher fixed 
costs resulting from duplicated assets and 
infrastructures, and frequently massive 
distances between markets. In China and 
India, for instance, multi-billion dollar 
initiatives are underway or in development 
to open up national markets via road, rail 
and inland waterways.

In some emerging Asia Pacific markets, 
companies also tend to have poor credit 
control, which can create significant 
accounts-receivable problems. The rates 
of pilferage, shrinkage and damaged 
goods are generally higher than in the 
west, as is the cost of returns. And in the 
large and important Chinese and Indian 
markets, a high degree of internal provincial 
protectionism still exists. 

Inefficient operating practices
With so many sea and border crossings 
and chains of distribution in Asia Pacific, 
double and triple handling are common. 
Collaboration is less prevalent among 
different supply chains and along the 
extended supply chain. Limited industry and 
national standards are in place, and most 
businesses depend on manual systems. 
Asia Pacific companies tend to make less 
use of global third parties, and delays and 
inefficient handovers at ports and borders 
occur frequently. 

Low service levels 
Many Asia Pacific companies do not have 
a consistent service philosophy. They can 
be unpredictable when picking up and 
delivering goods, and are liable to re-
prioritise cargo in transit. As a result, most 
companies must rely heavily on business 
partners and subcontractors. This can be 
a smart (as well as essential) move, but 
there often aren’t enough sophisticated 
services providers to go around. Smaller, 
local providers often have a very different 
sense of quality and service (particularly in 
China), and offer limited transparency in the 
shipment process (e.g. lack of track & trace). 

Inexperienced staff with minimal industry 
knowledge can create problems, especially 
when managing exceptions.

Preventive maintenance is often 
accorded low priority in many parts of the 
region, and unreliable information systems 
lead to poor forecasting and a low degree of 
inventory accuracy. This weakens the sales 
and operations planning process and leads 
to dissatisfied customers.

Poor customer visibility and 
management
The vast size and diverse nature of the 
Asia Pacific theatre means that many 
organizations use hundreds or even 
thousands of distributors, each with different 
capabilities and motivations. Multiple levels 
of distribution and wholesaling often 
coexist. Distributors may have manual 
accounting systems and rudimentary 
internal systems for inventory control and 
management. Delivery lead times often 
are measured in weeks rather than days or 
hours, and responsive service is not always 
a priority.

Customer relationship management 
systems are generally unsophisticated in 
Asia Pacific, as are market research and 
market intelligence. Except for a few key 
accounts, the demands and expectations 
of end customers are largely hidden from 
the business because they are managed 
by others. The net effect is a poorer 
understanding of cost-to-serve than most 
multinationals typically are used to.

Achieve high performance with a 
regional strategy
The aforementioned issues certainly exist 
in other areas of the world. But they are 
particularly prevalent and daunting across 
the Asia Pacific theatre. And while “thinking 
globally” and “acting locally” is still excellent 
advice, we at Accenture believe that the key 
to supply chain mastery in Asia Pacific is to 
“seek high performance regionally.” 

Many organisations already pursue 
some functions regionally, while keeping 
other functions, such as sales and support, 
at a local or country level. The functions that 
typically are approached more regionally are 
IT standardisation, research & development, 
new product design and sourcing/
procurement. The last of these functions 
belongs to supply chain, and we often find 
that a shift of sourcing/procurement to a 
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regional level happens when companies 
also see the advantages of supply chain 
planning at a regional level.

Regional approaches to supply chain 
planning and sourcing/procurement 
provide attractive benefits for companies 
that make or buy in a few locations for 
supply to many countries. For example, a 
company with factories in China, Thailand 
and Australia, and customers in every Asia 
Pacific country, might adopt a sub-regional 
or a fully regional supply chain model, as 
shown in Figure 1.

A supply chain management centre 
serving these regions would typically be 
responsible for:
• Strategic sourcing and regional 

procurement of strategic commodities.
• Consolidation of country demand 

forecasts into a regional demand plan.
• Regional sales, operations and inventory 

planning.
• Supply and shipment plans for each 

manufacturing site and contract 
manufacturer to satisfy countr y 
requirements.

• Standard supply chain practices, 
processes, systems and compliance 
across the region.

• Supply chain analytics, such as cost-to-
serve.

• Coordination and sharing of leading 
practices, performance reporting, skills 
development and career paths in supply 
chain.

A regional supply chain management 
centre is also well placed to have a 
strong voice on issues such as product 
harmonisation, route to market/cost-to-
serve, and corporate social responsibility 
programs that may otherwise not get 
enough supply chain input.

Regional operations in action

Consider the experiences of a leading 
consumer goods company that sought 
to address cost, complexity and capacity 
problems by setting up a regional supply 
chain management centre in Singapore. 
The operational model employed by the 
company identified three core areas in which 
supply chain excellence had to be attained to 
ensure the initiative’s success: 
• Business capabilities. The company 

implemented regional procurement, 
manufac tur ing and distr ibution 
practices. Monthly production schedules 
and product sizing/packaging decisions 
are now made regionally. Suppliers were 
consolidated and supplier-managed 
inventory practices became more 
prevalent. 

• Organisation.  A regional buying 
organization was implemented, along 
with regional boards for functions 
such as sourcing. Broad emphasis was 
placed on the establishment of common 
performance standards. 

• Technology.  Former ly  disparate 
ERP systems were linked, with new 
technology, such as SAP APO and Ariba 
eProcurement, implemented to help 
streamline region-wide functions. 

The company is now enjoying the 
benefits of a flexible, regional supply 
chain operation that, in addition to saving 
hundreds of millions of dollars each year 
without undermining time to market, is 
successfully lifting the performance of 
individual country operations. 

Regional supply chain operations: 
a global priority
The establishment of regional supply 
chain operations is a strategic business 
and organisational decision that goes 

beyond improved supply chain functions. 
For example, an increase in the involvement 
of local entrepreneurs—in-country talent to 
help create low-cost business models, bridge 
culture gaps and accelerate scalability—is 
frequently beneficial. More shared services 
and outsourced functions also produce 
benefits such as reduced duplication, better 
coordination, improved economies of scale, 
application of standards, and the ability to 
locate functions in the best country in order 
to access external services, acquire talent, 
reduce attrition and minimise corporate 
taxes.

And speaking of tax, establishing a 
principal  trading and supply chain 
m a n a g e m e n t  c o m p a n y — o n e  t h a t 
undertakes value-added and risk-based 
functions and holds assets in a low-tax 
zone such as Singapore—is a core way 
for companies to maximise regionalism’s 
benefits. The supply chain is instrumental in 
gaining tax advantages because the savings 
are only there if the business can demonstrate 
“real substance” in the operations of its 
principal trading company. 

The bottom line, however, is that 
even the best strategies won’t succeed 
without great execution. That’s where high 
performance comes in—the operational 
characteristics that companies deploy 
to consistently outperform their peers. 
Accenture research has determined that 
most high performing companies have 
a heritage of supply chain mastery. They 
expect their supply chains to contribute to 
growth and competitive advantage because 
they have created end-to-end operating 
models that align with corporate strategy; 
developed aggressive, yet measurable goals 
that demand continuous improvement; and 
made the right investments in supply chain 
technology. Global, regional or local—most 
leverage points have supply chain mastery 
at their core.     

About the Author

Jeffrey Russell leads Accenture’s Supply Chain 
practice in Asia Pacific and the Consumer Goods 
practice in ASEAN based in Singapore. He has 
20 years consulting and industry experience 
in North America and the Asia Pacific regions 
having spent the past 14 years in Asia working 
for a range of leading global manufacturing, 
distribution and retail based organizations.  
Jeffrey is a frequent speaker and author of 
articles in supply chain and has also led a 
number of key strategic industry initiatives. Figure 1: A regional supply chain model. 
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Technology is a wonderful thing 
when it comes to operating supply 
chains. Indeed, the convergence of the 

Internet and the simultaneous development 
of a myriad of software packages in the early-
mid 1990s was the breakthrough we had 
been waiting for. 

This broke the stalemate we had been 
caught in for the entire previous decade, as 
companies struggled to improve internal 
cross-functional integration to better 
service customers. Up to that point, efforts 
to improve integration had largely been 
stymied by internal cultural forces bent on 
resisting change, and problems with the 
compatibility of various technologies. All that 
changed in the late 1990s, and if anything 
the balance swung too far the other way as 
companies raced to meet the dreaded Y2K 
on 01/01/2000 deadline.  

That said, there is still too much emphasis 
on technology as the ‘Silver Bullet’ which is 
going to solve all the problems of under-
performing corporate supply chains, and that 
is simply not the case. Nevertheless, too many 
enterprises are throwing every type of system 
at their supply chains, with little thought as to 
what designs do and don’t work. Too often, 
large systems implementations are justified 
on the basis of false premises, eg., inventory 
reduction; increased stock-turns, when they 
should be seen as a strategic investment and 
foundation for other systems.

My work in the field with many companies 

Technology 
- always 
great to 
have, 
but let’s 
keep it in 
perspective
By Dr John Gattorna¹

over the years reveals that the specific 
configuration of the technology we should 
apply inside a particular business depends 
largely on the structure of the market being 
served and the corresponding behavioural 
segmentation. This in turn informs what 
processes are most appropriate for each 
major segment and the technology that 
underpins these processes simply follows.

Those readers who are familiar with my 
recent book, Living Supply Chains (FT Prentice 
Hall, London, 2006) will know that I have 
concluded, from many observations made in 
the field, that there are up to four main types 
of customer buying behaviour evident across 
many product/service categories, and this 
immediately equates to four corresponding  
generic types of supply chain. 

If this is true, and we believe it is, then 
each of those supply chains inside the 
company will require different treatment 
along several dimensions, ie., organisation 
design; the way people are fitted into this 
design; processes; IT; KPIs and Incentives; 
methods of internal communication; training 
& development; recruitment; and leadership 
style directing each supply chain. And all four 
of these general supply chains are likely to co-
exist if indeed our marketplace is structured 
in a similar way. Indeed, the way we organise 

ourselves internally is simply a mirror image 
of the way our marketplace is structured in 
terms of customer buying behaviour. It stands 
to reason therefore that each type of supply 
chain will require a different technology 
combination to achieve close alignment 
with the corresponding segment, and such 
is the case.

‘Requisite’ technology 
Like so many other things in life, there are 
patterns that work and don’t work, and the 
same is true of the application of technology. 
So while an enterprise will surely benefit 
from discarding all its old legacy systems 
and replacing them with a single Enterprise 
Resource Planning (ERP) system that is only 
part of the solution. What goes on top of this 
ERP is what matters. 

This argument is best amplified by 
the analogy of renovating an old house or 
a bathroom or kitchen at home. You can 
spend a lot of money on the new wiring 
and plumbing that goes in behind the walls, 
unseen. But you don’t get the value from 
all this investment until you apply all the 
fittings, eg., taps, basins, toilets, electrical 
switches, light fittings etc. The same is true 
in the case of technology, as depicted in 
Figure 1 below.  
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Each supply chain type has a different 
technology emphasis. So back to our original 
theme which requires us to mix and match 
the applications that sit on top of the ERP like 
‘pimples on a pumkin’.

1. Continuous Replenishment supply 
chains:

 This is the genuine ‘collaborative’ zone, and 
here the primary, indeed only  emphasis 
is on keeping the relationship going with 
our most loyal set of customers. There 
may only be 20+ of them, but they could 
easily represent 60% of our revenue and 
80% of our profitability.

 My suggestion is  to organise a 
‘Relationship’ cluster inside the business 
made up of all the functions, but with 
personnel who have the ‘relationship’ 
mindset. The most important process will 
be the Customer Account Management 
process, and this should be underpinned 
by a suite of applications such as:

 • Customer Relationship   
 Management (CRM);

 • Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI);
 • Collaborative, Planning, Forecasting, 
  & Replenishment (CPFR); …and  

 likewise on the supply side where  
 relationships with strategic   
 suppliers are critical, i.e.,.

 • Supplier Relationship Management  
 (SRM) 

2. Lean supply chains:
 In this situation the emphasis moves 

away from loyalty and retention of loyal 
customers, to a simple focus on efficiency 
and lowest cost-to-serve.

 Again, the organisation design should be 
a cluster of multi-disciplinary personnel 
drawn from all the functions, but this time 
we want an unashamedly cost-driven 
mindset.

 All the processes will be standard, and the 
approach is to build clusters of personnel 
around specific processes, so that they 
become absolutely routine and low-
cost.

 The primary technology is the ERP system, 
supplemented by a Network Optimization 
Modeling tool which is interfaced directly 
to the ERP. Other  execution systems such 
as a Labour Management System ( LMS) 
for scheduling the workforce will help  
drive costs down, and a Radio Frequency 
Identification (RFID) system will be 

invaluable in keeping track of stock and 
triggering replenishment protocols.

3. Agile supply chains
 Here the emphasis changes to absolute 

speed of response, even if that costs 
more! The name of the game when 
serving highly demanding customers 
in an unpredictable environment is to 
have the capacity already available - it’s 
too late to scramble for capacity when 
demanding customers come calling, and 
of course they never give you a forecast 
in advance!

 The trick is to reduce the number of 
processes to a minimum, and use your 
technology to quickly run possible 
scenarios to fulfill the demands. Likewise 
with suppliers where you are pushing 
them for an emergency order that was 
not in the forecast.

 Most companies that develop agile 
capabilities use a range of tools and 
techniques, eg.,

 • Postponement; build inventory of  
 raw materials and/or components;  
 or build standard modules that   
 can be quickly assembled into   
 unique configurations;

 • Use Supply Chain Planning (SCP);
 • Use Advanced Planning &   

 Scheduling (APS); and
 • Customer Account Profitability   

 (CAP); and above all use a Network  
 Optimization Modeling tool to   
 assist your decision-making.

4. Fully Flexible supply chains
 This is  a ‘catch-all ’ supply chain 

configuration that uses a high degree 
of human intervention, and any relevant 
systems, to produce an innovative 
solution in quick time for the customer, 
who at this stage doesn’t care about the 
price/cost. The situation is hurting them 
so much that they just want a solution, 
and very often it is only the supplier who 
has a chance of finding a solution in such 
a short timeframe.

 This type of supply chain uses whatever 
it takes to get a satisfactory result for the 
customer, and the technology can be 
sophisticated or basic. 

A final word
In the end, typical situations involving a 
string of supply chain partners, will require 
participants to mix and match different 
combinations of supply-side and demand-
side technology point applications as 
described above. 

So a company such as Zara in the fashion 
industry, might use Lean techniques on 
the supply side, build a raw materials bank 
close to its markets, and use postponement 
protocols to respond quickly to the fickle 
consumer fashion market which it is serving. 
The key of course on the demand side is to 
have the capacity to respond to surges in 
demand, in production, and downstream 
through to the store.

Ultimately, knowing where to deploy 
what technologies  is one of the vital keys to 
success in any marketplace.     
____________________________________

¹Dr John Gattorna is acknowledged as a ‘thought leader’ in the 
supply chain space, and author of the recently published book, 
Living Supply Chains (FT Prentice Hall, London, 2006), which 
has been acclaimed for its originality and insight.
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GDP(单位:十亿美元)         物流成本占GDP的比重(RHS)

运输
35%

仓储
25%

损失
 14%

包装
 11%

装卸与仓储 
9%
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主要港口 05年3月 06年3月 年度同比(%) 计划中
06年3月

变化率(%)

孟买港 35.0 44.0 25.7 30.0 46.7 

莫尔穆高港 30.6 31.6 3.3 26.0 21.5 

清奈 43.8 47.2 7.8 40.0 18.0 

巴拉迪布港 30.1 33.0 9.6 29.0 13.8 

孟买新港 32.8 37.7 14.9 35.0 7.7 

新芒格洛尔港 33.9 34.4 1.5 33.0 4.2 

加尔各答港# 46.2 53.0 14.7 55.0 -3.6 

威撒卡帕特
南港

50.2 55.8 11.2 60.0 -7.0 

根德拉港 41.5 45.9 10.6 51.0 -10.0 

杜蒂科林港 15.8 17.1 8.2 19.0 -10.0 

柯钦港 14.0 14.0 -1.1 17.0 -18.0 

恩诺港 9.5 9.2 -3.3 0*  -

主要港口货物
总吞吐量

383.0 423.0 10.3 395.0 7.0 

1992 1996 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

处理能力利用率(百万吨 - RHS)

1) 当地及城市间运营商
如市内快件公司等

Vicha re  Cour i e r s  e t c/Bes t 
Roadways

2) 执行跨国运输的小规模运营商。它们也利用多种运输手段
跨国送递货物。

S a v a n i  T r a n s p o r t / G o l d e n 
Roadways/TCI/VRL/DRS

3) 货运代理公司负责收集货运业务并将之整理到一起,然后
发往收件人目的地。 它们从事的重要工作就是将小件货
物整理成大件散装货物,从而使运输成本降低,然后送达指
定地点。

Gati/ XPS/ DTDC/ Jeena & Co/ 
Direct Logistics et al

4) 泛地区运营商专门在特定地区提供服务。 Panalpina/ EGL/ Schenkars/ 
Kuehne Nagal

5) 作为服务供应商的行业整合者正慢慢崛起,它们拥有物流及
供应链能力,从而巩固了它们在运输、电子商务和供应链管
理服务领域的全球领导者地位。

Arshiyya Group/ 敦豪(DHL)/联
邦快递(FedEx)/ TNT/联合包裹运
送(UPS)

6) 全球供应链管理者,提供一站式物流服务,它们利用多种运
输形式在全球任何地方运送任何物品,网络遍布全球。它
们从制造商那里接受运输和配送任务,应对制造商的全部需
求,专业从事全球各地贵重物品的递送。它们凭借卓越的物
流能力而高效运作。
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序
列
号

竞争者(美元计价的销售额
近似数据)*

商业模式 关键强项

1 TCI(2.715亿) 纯粹的路面解决方案供应
商,面向项目/离岸开发中
心及泛印度市场

拥有最庞大的运输车队,水陆运输
经验丰富

2 ABC(2760万) 在东部地区及离岸开发中心业务上
实力强大

3 Patel Roadways (69.5 cons) 在泛印度市场拥有良好的空运条件
(离岸开发中心)

5 Mah. Roadways 在印度西部及南部地区实力强大

6 Golden Roadways 在全印度境内均有强大实力

7 DRS Logistics(4880万)

 ... 等等  

7 Concor(7.645亿) 公用事业公司,垄断铁路
物流

由于垄断,拥有十分强大的有形资
产基础。

8 Sical 港口运营/仓储/清关/集
装箱货运站/散装运输

为散件货运提供全套物流运输,资产
基础强大。

9 Gateway Distripark(3400万) 仓储/清关/集装箱货运
站/货运

先发优势。孟买集装箱货运站满
负荷运作

10 All Cargo & 
Transindia(5600万)

仓储/清关/集装箱货运
站/运输/货运

完整物流模式,在孟买/清耐港开放
式集装箱货运站的运营出色

11 Saurashtra Containers 专业从事内陆验关货运
站/集装箱货运站业务

在Mundra大举投资6万平方英尺
货运站

12 Interline Global 在Jodhpur内陆验关货运站具备首
发优势 

13 Dynamic Logistics 在Pune的私人拥有内陆验关货运
站方面具备首发优势,熟谙第三方
物流知识

14 Gati(1.14亿) 快递及仓储配送模式 在快递业务方面具有先发优势

15 Safex(约7500万) 拥有强大的仓储和库存管理模式

16 Arshiyya Group 物流模式和管理团队实力强大

16 Bluedart(1.67亿) 资金实力雄厚及非无机扩张

17 TNT 资金实力雄厚,将印度业务2006财年
目标定位在60亿卢比规模

18 DTDC 在配送及日常包裹业务上实力强大

19 Jeena & Co. 国际货运模式 具先发优势且经验丰富

20 Sikka & Co. 在特定地区实力强大

21 Jayem Impex 在特定地区实力强大

22 Direct Logistics 专业管理

23 Om Logistics 在欧洲国家业务基础强大。在印度
代理基础强大。

24 Maersk Logistics 全球级玩家,正快速提升在
印度的影响

泛印度业务基础强大

25 APL Logistics 全球业务基础强大

26 Expeditors 美国业务基础强大

27 Bax Global 印度业务基础强大

28 Eagle Global Logistics 美国业务基础强大

29 Panalpina 欧洲业务基础强大

30 Kuehne Nagal 欧洲业务基础强大

31 Schenker Logistics 欧洲业务基础强大

32 Adani 港口运营商 最早开发了印度增长最快的港口

33 Reliance Logistics (MDA 
group)

全套物流服务,国内及国际 自行消费及获得其它重要客户带来
的增长使其成为市场领导者

34 Reliance Infra & Engineers 
Ltd (ADA group)

尚未披露 将大举投资内陆验关货运站/集装
箱货运站业务

35 Future Logistics 快递及物流 透过Pantaloon Retail获得自行
消费增长,具备快速构建客户关系
的能力
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India today spends approximately 14% 
of US$691bn GDP on logistics, which 
translates into logistics spend of Rs3.5tn 

($90bn). At Rs1.35tn, transportation accounts 
for more than a third of this cost. Some 
Rs1tn of this figure goes towards overland 
transportation. 

The Indian express logistics segment is 
already worth around Rs45bn, with the global 
majors all well established in the market and 
serving rising demand.  

The third party logistics (3PL) sector in the 
country is also growing rapidly, as companies 
start to demand more sophisticated logistics 
services and India becomes more integrated 
with regional and global supply chains. Rising 
complexity in the sourcing of raw materials 
coupled with a compulsion to better control 
costs in an increasingly competitive market is 
pushing customers to build more efficiency 
into their supply chains. 

Along with increasing interest in India as 
a destination for outsourced manufacturing, 
and rising consumer spend, this is opening 
new vistas and challenges for supply chain 
management and distribution service 
providers in the country. 

Exuberance in the logistics sector in India is self-evident. 
Capacity additions and consolidation among service 

providers is picking up, and with generally higher levels 
of professionalism in the industry, it is undoubtedly at a 

tipping point. Investment banker Kutbuddin Ujjainwala of 
Tower Capital Advisors provides a full update  

on the sector, including market size and growth;  
key challenges and the areas of focus of  

the main players

Logistics and supply chain 
market dynamics

One of the key concerns with India’s 
logistics sector is the heavy fragmentation of 
its transportation component. Some 67% of 
the country’s trucking outfits operate fleets of 
five vehicles or less, while only 17% operate 
fleets of more than 21 vehicles. 

A big concern is that the structure of 
road freight business in the country means 
truck owners can be caught in a vicious 
circle when it comes to capital formation 
for fleet expansion. Individual truck owners 
work with freight brokers (consolidators) 
who charge commissions when assigning 
contracts to truck owners. Truck owners are 
therefore faced with high operating costs and 
low profits, and are thus unable to maintain, 
upgrade and expand fleets properly, resulting 
in low utilisation of assets, slower/disrupted 
movement of goods, and less revenue. 

According to estimates from the 
Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce 
and Industry (FICCI), inventory costs account 
for as much as 25% of total logistics costs in 
India. This, together with loss of goods value 
due to quality deterioration while in transit, 
late deliveries, pilferage etc, makes goods 
manufactured in India less competitive than 
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Source: FICCI
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they should be. 
In order to sustain the country’s current 

levels of growth, therefore, there is a real 
need to raise the quality of logistics services, 
and reduce the figure of logistics cost as a 
percentage of GDP. 

Logistics outsourcing
The push by companies to increase 
competitiveness by reducing logistics costs 
means demand for efficient outsourced 
logistics solutions is rising. A host of asset-
based Logistics Service Providers (LSPs), 
including domestic outfits such as Gati, TCI 
etc, are responding to this demand, and 
looking to reap rewards from economies of 
scale and create deeper strategic tie-ups with 
customers by offering more turnkey logistics 
solutions. 

Major ports Mar-05 Mar-06 % YoY Proj Mar-06 Change (%)
Mumbai 35.0 44.0 25.7 30.0 46.7 
Mormagao 30.6 31.6 3.3 26.0 21.5 
Chennai 43.8 47.2 7.8 40.0 18.0 
Paradip 30.1 33.0 9.6 29.0 13.8 
JNPT 32.8 37.7 14.9 35.0 7.7 
New Mangalore 33.9 34.4 1.5 33.0 4.2 
Kolkata # 46.2 53.0 14.7 55.0 - 3.6 
Visakhapatnam 50.2 55.8 11.2 60.0 - 7.0 
Kandla 41.5 45.9 10.6 51.0 - 10.0 
Tuticorin 15.8 17.1  8.2 19.0 - 10.0 
Cochin 14.0 14.0 -1.1 17.0 - 18.0 
Ennore 9.5 9.2 -3.3 0*  – 
Total cargo handled 
at major ports 

383.0 423.0 10.3 395.0 7.0 

Traffic grew by 10.3% at major ports in FY06 (mn tons)

* Not available/ # – Including the total traffic of both Kolkota and Haldia
Source: Government of India
(the Mar-06 Projected figure is traffic projected by the Working Group on the Port 
Sector for the Tenth Five Year Plan (2002-07) and can be compared with actual 
performance to Mar-06)
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Port developments: 1995 to 2005
•	 Container	handling	productivity	was	2000	

tons per ship berthed per day, this is now 
7405 tons

•	 General	cargo	productivity	was	823	tons	
per ship berthed per day; this figure is now 
1691 tons.

•	 Port	 organisation	 has	 shifted	 to	 the	
“landlord port” model leading to greater 
autonomy for management, and the 
very substantial involvement of private 
operators

Overall business at the country’s 12 major 
ports has been growing steadily. In FY06, 
for instance, the ports handled a combined 
total of 423mt of cargo, up 10.3% on FY05. 
Mumbai port has been stealing the show, 
registering growth in the period of 25.7%, as 
against Vishakapatnam, which grew by 11.2% 
but handled the country’s largest amount of 
cargo, 55.8mt in FY06.

Until recently, all of the major ports have 

been handling more traffic than their rated 
capacities. Although the situation has improved 
with capacity augmentation and productivity 
improvements, capacities are still some 50-60% 
below other major ports in Asia. 

Going forward, indications are the port 
sector is set for more explosive growth. India’s 

1) Local and inter-city operators
e.g. inter-city courier companies 
etc

Vichare 
Couriers/Best 
Roadways

2) Small-scale operators carrying 
out transport across a national 
territory. They also use multi-
modal means of transport to 
deliver goods across national 
boundaries.

Savani 
Transport/
Golden 
Roadways/TCI/
VRL/DRS

3) Freight forwarders who collect 
shipments and after consolidating 
them, deliver to a consignee 
destination. They do the important 
work of consolidating small cargo 
into bulk cargo, which is more 
economical to transport, and then 
deliver to the designated location.

Gati/ XPS/ 
DTDC/ Jeena 
& Co/ Direct 
Logistics et al

4) Pan-regional operators specialising 
in providing services in certain 
geographical regions.

Panalpina/
EGL/Schenker/
Kuehne & 
Nagal etc

5) Integrators slowly emerging as 
providers of services with logistics 
and SC capability, and thereby 
consolidating their positions as  
world leaders in transportation, 
e-commerce and SCM services.

Arshiya Group/
DHL/ FedEx/ 
TNT/ UPS. 
Also some of 
those listed in 
category 4

6) Global SC managers one-stop-
shop for logistics using multi-
modal forms of transportation 
to deliver anything, anywhere in 
the world with tie-ups all over 
the world. They take the task of 
transportation and distribution 
off the manufacturers’ hands 
by dealing with all their needs.
They carry out their operations 
efficiently due to their superior 
logistics capabilities.

Major logistics related service 
providers in India

In addition, several asset-light companies 
with a focus on logistics,  including 
consultancies such as AT Kearney and BCG, 
and technology specialists such as i2 and 
Manugistics, have started to offer 4PL-type 
solutions. 

While 3PL and 4PL solutions are appearing 
in the market, and demand for such services is 
certainly rising, this trend is still in infant stage, 
and much logistics service in the market still 
consists of different providers handling 
different aspects of cargo distribution. 

Export-Import
A very visible area of logistics development 
in India over the past decade or so has been 
developments at the country’s seaports, 
where volumes and productivity have 
been rising steadily, and ownership and 
organisation of facilities has been liberalised. 
The following list contains some of the key 
differences in port business, organisation and 
operations from 1995 to 2005. 
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Competitive analysis of the major players 
operating in India

Sr.
No.

Competitors (with approx 
sales figs USD)*

Business Model Key Strengths

1 TCI (US$271.5m)

Pure play roadway solutions 
providers for projects/ ODC and 
pan - India presence

Largest vehicle fleet and 
richly experienced in surface 
transport

2 ABC ($27.6m)
Strong in the eastern region 
& ODC biz

3 Patel Roadways 

Pan-India presence backed 
by good air connectivity 
(OBC)

5 Mah. Roadways
Strong presence in western 
& southern India

6 Golden Roadways Strong all-India presence

7 DRS Logistics ($48.8m)

 … etc  

 

7 Concor ($764.5m)
PSUs and with previous 
monopoly on Rail logistics

Very strong physical asset 
base due to monopoly

8 Sical

Port operations/ warehousing/ 
customs clearance/ CFS/bulk 
handling

Total logistics for bulk items 
and strong asset base

9 Gateway Distripark ($34m)

Warehousing/ customs 
clearance/ CFS/ freight 
forwarding

Early mover advantage. 
Mumbai CFS running at 
peak capacity

10
All Cargo & Transindia 
($56m)

Warehousing/ customs 
clearance/ CFS/ transportation/ 
freight forwarding

Complete Logistics model 
and good moves in opening 
CFS @ Mundra/ Chennai

11 Saurashtra Containers

Pure play ICD/ CFS players

Major investment in 
60000sq ft location in 
Mundra

12 Interline Global
First mover advantage in 
ICD Jodhpur

13 Dynamic Logistics

First mover advantage of 
privately-held ICD at Pune 
and good knowledge of 3PL

14 Gati ($114m)

Express cargo & warehousing 
distribution model

Early mover advantage in 
express Business

15 Safex ($75m)

Strong warehousing and 
inventory management 
model

16 Arshiya Group 
Strong logistics model and 
management team

16 Bluedart ($167m)
Deep pockets & inorganic 
growth

17 TNT 

Deep pockets and targets 
India business of 600 crore 
over FY06

18 DTDC 
Strong in distribution and 
parcel delivery business

19 Jeena & Co.

Int’l Freight Forwarding model

Early mover advantage & 
rich experience

20 Sikka & Co.
Strong in specific 
geographies

21 Jayem Impex
Strong in specific 
geographies

22 Direct Logistics Professional management

23 Om Logistics

Strong base in European 
countries. Good agent base 
across India

24 Maersk Logistics

Global players and rapidly 
increasing their India presence

Strong pan-India Base

25 APL Logistics Strong global base

26 Expeditors Strong US base

27 Bax Global Strong India Base

28 Eagle Global Logistics Strong US base

29 Panalpina Strong European base

30 Kuehne & Nagal Strong European base

31 Schenker Strong European base

32 Adani Port operations
Pioneered India’s fastest 
growing ports

33
Reliance Logistics (MDA 
group)

Complete logistics: domestic 
& Intl

Market leader due to captive 
consumption & grown with 
significant client acquisitions

34 Future Logistics Express & Logistics

Captive consumption 
through Pantaloon Retail 
and ability to quickly sew 
key relationships 

* Y/e Mar 2007

ports have some way to go before they are handling comparable 
volumes to the superhub ports of Shanghai, Hong Kong and 
Singapore. Nevertheless, the growth looks very likely to continue. The 
National Maritime Development Program envisages a CAGR growth in 
total traffic at all ports from 2003-04 to 2013-14 of 7.69%, with growth 
in container traffic of 18.31%.

As mentioned, logistics providers in the market have also been 
upping their game, especially in terms of capacity additions. Below 
are some examples of investment/expansion plans announced by 
Indian logistics providers for the coming years. 

- Safexpress has marked out Rs800 to Rs1000 crore ($250m) for 
investment in infrastructure over the next five years, 40% in 

warehousing. Safex has also placed an order for 380 trucks from 
Tata Motors and Ashok Leyland on behalf of vendors, to add to its 
fleet of 3000 vendor-managed trucks. These vendors will buy the 
trucks and run them exclusively for Safex. The company is targeting 
a top line of Rs1000 crore in five years. Safex also plans to lease 
three Boeing 737s for an air cargo venture.

- DRS Logistics: by March 2008, the company will have about 
2.5m sq ft of warehousing space across the country. 
The company is planning an IPO by mid-2008 in 
which it expects to raise around Rs500 crore. 
DRS expects to close the current fiscal year 
with revenue in excess of Rs350 crore 
against nearly Rs200 crore in 2006-07. 
The company is also scouting for a new 
acquisition in the logistics space and 
talks with a New Delhi-based logistics 
company are said to be underway. 
One year ago, DRS acquired Dilip Road 
Lines, a parcel service company in south 
India.

- Arshhiya Group spearheaded by Ajay Mittal 
and Paul Bradley is building a new visionary 
Indian multinational company based on a cutting 
edge value chain concept. 
The company recently announced the development of a Logistics 
Park near JNPT at a cost of approximately Rs. 350 crore. 
Arshhiya has aggressive expansion plans and this will involve 
major capital expenditure. The company has already raised around 
Rs97.5 crore equity (including warrants), and secured a term loan 
of Rs152 core.     

(please see page 8 of this issue for more details of Arshhiya’s expansion 
plans)
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Called the Luzon Urban Beltway 
Program, this flagship project of 
President Gloria Macapagal Arroyo’s 

administration, is considered the Philippines’ 
most ambitious public road programme to 
date. With an estimated cost of P687.82bn 
(US$16bn), it will run at least 300km through 
Central Luzon, Metro Manila, the Calabarzon 
(Cavite-Laguna-Batangas-Rizal-Quezon 
provinces) growth corridor, and the provinces 
of Mindoro and Marinduque. 

While channelling a huge amount 
of scarce funds into a single project 
may appear risky, the government is 
optimistic the investment will produce 
enormous dividends in the near future. 
This optimism is anchored on the belief that 
every peso of infrastructure spending will 
create a multiplier eff ect of between ten and 
twenty times the invested amount.

For one, the creation of new roads is 
expected to create a real estate boom in 
underdeveloped rural areas. Land that used 
to be P1 will now be worth P10 or more. 
More than that, new roads will open up 
areas for low cost housing or for industrial 
development, as well as provide market 
access for food production areas. 

The new roads will  also directly 
benefit farmers by reducing spoilage 
of agricultural  produce,  which wil l 
reach consumers faster. Less spoilage 
will result in higher income for farmers.  
On the fi scal side, assuming that every peso 
of infrastructure spending produces at least 

Luzon Beltway 
to lead logistics renaissance 

The Philippines is currently 
undertaking an ambitious 
road building programme 
on the main island of Luzon 
aimed at unlocking the 
economic potential of the 
countryside and transforming 
key areas into modern 
logistics hubs, writes Paula 
Yang in Manila

Source: Government of the Philippines

Source: PEZA
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10 pesos of GDP of which 10% or one peso 
is collected as tax, the government believes 
it will in time recoup what it spends on the 
project.
  
Logistics hubs
The Luzon Urban Beltway is projected to 
significantly improve logistics infrastructure in 
the region. The Beltway will anchor on 
three excellent logistics facilities: the Subic 
International Container Terminal in Zambales, 
the Batangas International Container Port in 
Batangas province and the modern Diosdado 
Macapagal International Airport at the Clark 
Special Economic Zone in Angeles City. 

Although the infrastructure at these three 
facilities is fairly modern, a major stumbling 
block to their development as world-class 
logistics centres is the lack or poor condition 
of access roads between them. 

The Luzon Urban Beltway is expected to 
fix these problems. An important component 
of the urban beltway is the 51km Subic-Clark-
Tarlac Expressway that will link Subic’s natural 
deep-water port with the Hacienda Luisita   
industrial park and the largest airport in the 
country at the Clark Economic Zone.  

As envisioned by government planners, the 
growth corridor created by the Expressway 
will be transformed into a booming agro-
industrial-logistics complex where food will 
be grown on the plains of Central Luzon, 
processed in the factories of Hacienda Luisita 
and exported through either the airport at 

As envisioned by 
government planners, the 
growth corridor created 
by the Expressway will 
be transformed into a 
booming agro-industrial-
logistics complex where 
food will be grown on 
the plains of Central 
Luzon, processed in the 
factories of Hacienda 
Luisita and exported 
through either the airport 
at Clark and/or the 
container port of Subic.

The Philippines: World Bank Logistics Performance (scale is 0-5)

Philippines
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The dashed line is showing the confidence interval.
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Clark and or the container port of Subic. 
The Luzon Urban Beltway will also 

include a highway from Clark to Dingalan 
Port in Aurora province, while the Marikina-
Infanta road will connect to Real in Quezon 
province. 

These road connections will complete a 
cross-shaped beltway that will open up the 
eastern or Pacific Ocean part of Luzon. This 
is significant, as vessels crossing the Pacific 
Ocean will no longer have to go around 
northern Luzon to reach the ports of Manila 
or Subic. They will now have the option of 
calling on Dingalan or Real ports which face 
the Pacific Ocean.
  
Batangas Port
The Urban Luzon Beltway will also create 
a proper access road to the Batangas Port. 
The Batangas Port is the only modern 
container port in the southern Luzon area 
but cargo and container volumes have been 
limited because of the poor condition of 
present roads.  Work is now being rushed, 
however, on a four-lane toll road, including 
interchanges, fences, and overpasses that 
will link the port to Manila and the industrial 
heartland of the Calabarzon.    
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It is a point of pride for Jollibee that it never 
runs out of its trademark Champ and 
Yum burgers. The Philippines’ fast food 

chain market leader assures its customers 
a hamburger cooked less than 12 minutes 
earlier awaits at any of its 600 brightly 
lit, yellow and orange themed outlets 
nationwide. 

This is no mean feat, considering that on 
any one day, more than one million Filipinos 
flock to Jollibee outlets expecting cost-
efficient food delivered on time.     

The key to meeting the challenge is the 
Jollibee Commissary System which manages 
the company’s total supply chain process. 
Jollibee’s commissary system is a network 
of production and distribution facilities 
strategically located to efficiently supply its 
widespread outlets. These facilities undertake 
sourcing of raw materials and ingredients, 
warehousing, manufacturing of processed 
food for stores, physical distribution and 
logistics.

 To service its far-flung outlets, Jollibee 
established three main commissaries 
in the strategic areas of Manila, Cebu in 
central Philippines, and Canlubang, south 
of Manila. 

Jollibee set up its first commissary in 
Manila in 1990. Located in the industrial 
suburb of Pasig, the facility currently houses 
production lines for bread and sauces. It 
serves as the distribution centre for the North 
Manila and North Luzon areas. 

To service its outlets in central and 
southern Philippines, Jollibee opened its 

The Jollibee supply chain 

second commissary in Mandaue City in 
Cebu island in 1996. The Cebu commissary 
has its own bread, pie, sauce and frozen 
patty lines. 

In 2004, Jollibee opened its largest 
commissary in the town of Canlubang, 
south of Manila. The sprawling ten-hectare 
facility is the biggest and most advanced 
commissary in the Philippines and reputed to 
be one of Asia’s best. The highly automated 
facility bakes 157,000 pies and processes 
150,000 pieces of chicken and 480,000 burger 
patties every day. 

The Canlubang commissary also plays an 
important role in Jollibee’s efforts to forge a 
common supply chain not only for its local 
stores but for its overseas outlets as well. For 
instance, Jollibee outlets in Brunei, Guam, 
Hong Kong, Saipan, and even the US, already 
source pocket pies from Canlubang, resulting 
in significant economies of scale. 

With increasing demand for its products, 
Jollibee is planning to raise the capacity 
of its commissaries to meet the mounting 
requirements of its four brands, namely 
Jollibee, Greenwich, Chowking and Delifrance. 
A significant portion of its US$95m expansion 
budget for 2008 will be channelled into its 
commissaries.

But since not all food products can be 
produced in its local commissaries, Jollibee 
is also planning to establish a commissary 
in mainland China for its China-based 
restaurants, namely Yonghe King, Chun 
Shui Tang Tea House, and recently-acquired 
restaurant Hongzhuangyuan.     

Jollibee’s commissary system is a network of production and 
distribution facilities strategically located to efficiently supply 
its widespread outlets. These facilities undertake sourcing of 
raw materials and ingredients, warehousing, manufacturing of 
processed food for stores, physical distribution and logistics. 
Paula Yang examines the company’s distribution network
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Goals of process cost accounting
The directly attributable costs in the 
manufacture of a product or a service can 
be determined fairly easily. Costs incurred 
are recorded in cost type accounting and 
allocated to types of costs. Direct costs are 
allocated to a cost unit. Overheads, on the 
other hand, are distributed via cost centre 
accounting to the cost centres where they 
were incurred, and afterwards allocated to 
the respective cost unit. 

In the area of logistics, traditional systems 
for the recording of costs fail to give sufficient 
consideration to the differentiation in logistics 
costs, and lack the capacity to properly record 
the quality of logistics services and levels of 
connectivity of logistics and services. As a 
result of this, it becomes clear that one of 
the main tasks of process cost accounting is 
the improvement of the allocation of costs to 
the cost objects. 

The goals of process cost accounting are:
• Definition of the process structure using 

a process analysis
• Creation of cost transparency with regard 

to the defined processes

With its high costs for personnel and 
low costs for materials, logistics is a classic 

Traditional approaches to the 
determination of production 
costs are only suited to a minor 
degree to the determination 
of logistics costs. Dr Ralf 
Luening of i+o Industry 
Planning and Organization, 
demonstrates how as a typical 
overheads division, logistics is 
well suited to the application of 
process cost accounting

A better approach 
to determining 
logistics costs
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overhead area and therefore very suitable for the 
application of process cost accounting.

Application of process cost accounting 
Projects for process cost accounting have to be 
clearly structured in advance. In particular the 
following points have to be clarified:
• Degree of detail creation
• Integration into existing systems 
• Area of application 
• Data basis 
• Project team 

The structuring of the process and also 
the entire calculation can be carried out in the 
‘traditional’ manner or with the help of modern 
tools for process modelling and cost accounting. 

A traditional procedure, for example, would 
be a spreadsheet calculation. The ARIS toolset 
and the ARIS Business Optimizer are examples 
of tool-supported process structuring and cost 
accounting. The decision as to which process is 
optimal depends on the task in hand. For minor 
tasks the use of a tool is not always sensible due 
to the training and licensing costs involved. 
However, the more complex the task, the sooner 
a tool should be used for:
• Identification of cost drivers 
• Personnel planning
• Process controlling
• Studying of the effects of market changes
• Analysis of the cost of introduction for new 

procedures
• Assessment of alternative processes and 

investments
• Determination of the cost of various order 

structures for the preparation of a quotation
• Efficient utilisation of old installations

Application example: process cost accounting 
at a manufacturer of garden furniture  
In the following, the utilisation of process cost 
accounting is illustrated using an example from 
a company of the metal-working industry. Within 
the framework of a comprehensive study of the 
production programme, the economic efficiency 
of the various product groups was to be assessed 
and illustrated in a transparent manner.

The sample company under review is a 
German manufacturer of exclusive object 
furnishing systems and high-quality garden 
furniture made of coated steel. Cushions and sun 
umbrellas are carried as trading merchandise.

The actual turnover quantities and the overall 
cost of the relevant cost centres of the previous 
year were used as basis for the analysis of the 
production programme. Thus this is a top-down 

procedure in which the known cost volume is 
allocated as precisely as possible with regard to 
its origin to the individual cost units.

In the first step of the planning phase, the 
range of articles was grouped in accordance with 
production-technical points of view. Afterwards, 
individual articles were chosen as representatives 
of those groups, for which the production process 
can be considered typical for the respective 
group. 

The working plans of the representatives 
were modelled using the ARIS toolset. For the 
subsequent use of the process models as basis 
of the process cost accounting, the allocation of 
cost centres to the process steps is important. 
This is done directly during the modelling of the 
process.

In the area of production, the cost drivers 
were recognised in the numbers that pass 
through the production process. For the divisions 
Sales, Purchasing and Finished Products Logistics, 
division-specific cost drivers were identified. Due 
to the mostly identical processes per article group 
in these company divisions, the differentiated 
modelling of the processes was not carried out.

The costs incurred in these divisions could 
be allocated directly via the identified cost 
drivers
Following the modelling of the work plans of 
the representatives, those process models can 
be imported into the ARIS Business Optimizer, 
where the actual process cost accounting is 
carried out. For that, it is necessary to store data 
for the modelled processes. For the calculation of 
the process cost, the following data are required 
by the ARIS Business Optimizer:
• Processing time
• Cost volumes
• Quantity structure

After the input of the required data, the process 
cost rates of the individual process steps and costs 
of the article groups are calculated. The process 
cost rate per process step is calculated via the 
distribution of the cost volume on the basis of the 
total process output of the cost centre, which is the 
result of the sum of the individual process outputs 
of the process steps allocated to the respective 
cost centre.

As a result, the process costs of the article 
groups present a far more accurate cost distribution 
than is possible with traditional processes. The 
process costs were afterwards used as basis for the 
contribution costing, which makes it possible to 
assess the article groups from an economic point 
of view.     
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“The site is good, it is next to a 
highway. We have more than 
100 trucks coming in and going 

out daily. There are doors on four sides of 
the building. It is designed not so much for 
storage but more for flow,” says Vallender. 

Of the four loading and unloading areas, 
one is for inbound and another for outbound 
containers, while two are for local delivery  
- one for small trucks for mini-marts and 
mom-and-pop shops, and the second for big 
trucks for the major stores.

Vallender had the concept in mind when 
he saw the layout of the land in Bulacan, 
the site of the centre, which once housed 
a textile plant. With the help of a structural 
engineer, he translated the concept into 
reality. “We take the land and design to the 
land,” says Vallender, who in the past helped 
developed a D shaped DC in Malaysia and an 
underground DC in the Middle East.

Built and equipped by Philippines’ 
Supima Holdings and leased to Nestle for 
ten years with options, the DC also has a 
very high roof of 15m with a nine degree 
pitch. Located in a typhoon prone area, 

Since completion at the 
end of 2006, Nestle’s 
ultra-modern new 
distribution centre in 
the Philippines is living 
up to the expectations 
of the giant Swiss food 
retailer. The 40,233sq m 
Nestle North Distribution 
Center was given an H 
design to allow for more 
efficient flow through the 
facility. Robert Vallender, 
head of Supply Chain 
Operations, Nestle 
Philippines, gives Supply 
Chain Asia a tour

Inside Nestle’s new 

Philippines DC
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this ensures that water does not collect on 
the roof even during a heavy downpour. 
The floor of the DC is also raised by 1.3m to 
prevent any possibility of flooding.

As for safety, “the building is as secure as 
it can be,” he notes. Firewalls are erected to 
minimise the damage from fire, and seismic 
racks installed on a 228mm thick super flat 
floor laid out in the traditional way, even 
though the area does not fall within the 
seismic belt.

The US$2.8m racking contract went to 
SSI Schaefer Systems, chosen, according 
to Vallender, because of the company’s 
established reputation and because he felt 
they could deliver on the contract within 
the tight time frame. For Schaefer, this 
was its largest seismic installation in the 
Philippines after the installation at Nestle’s 
South Distribution Center in Laguna. 

The contract for 47,152 pallet locations 
was completed in 3½ months, a week 
ahead of delivery date, even though the 
schedule was thrown out of kilter by two 
super typhoons, the Milenyo (also known 
as Xangsane) and Reming (Durian), which 
hit the Philippines in late September and 
early December 2006 respectively. When this 
delayed completion of the building, Schaefer 
made up for lost time by mobilising extra 
men for the installation. 

“The Project Management team operated 
round the clock. We had 100 installers during 
the day, 50 at night for 3½ months. In the last 
two weeks, an additional 50 installers were 
employed,” says Rizalino A. Angeles, sales 
manager of SSI Schaefer Systems Philippines, 
Inc.

Like the building, the racking system 
has an H layout. The two vertical H strokes 
are equipped with Drive-In Seismic Racks 
extending 11m high to provide 39,872 
pallet locations for the storage of bulk, 
homogenous products. In the centre are 
Selective Seismic Racks of 9.5m height with 
7,280 pallet locations for case picking.

Operational in March 2007, it is the last 
piece in Nestle’s revamp of its distribution 
network in the Philippines, which began in 
2005 when Vallender came on board. As part of 
the market business strategy for 2005-2015, he 
revitalised a plan first proposed in 1998, to cut 
back on the number of DCs in the Philippines 
to lower costs and improve efficiency. 

Instead of the 33 smaller warehouses, 
Nestle now has three large DCs for the entire 
Philippines. Two are on the main island of Luzon 

where some two-thirds of the population of 
over 85m reside and the third is in the extreme 
south in Mindanao, with logistics and order 
management directed from the head office 
in Manila. With the consolidation, inventory 
levels have been reduced.

The Nestle North DC now supplies part of 
Manila and north Luzon with some 500skus 
of Nestle products including coffee, milk, 
infant nutrition, beverages, breakfast cereals 
and confectionery under well established 
brands such as Nescafe, Bear Brand, Cerelac, 
Milo and Nido, produced both locally and in 
the region. 

Incoming goods are scanned before 
being put away in locations assigned by the 

SAP warehouse management system. The DC 
holds stocks for 2½ weeks. 

Orders are picked, packed and sent 
out within 24 hours, though this will be 
gradually reduced when the DC is operated 
on three shifts instead of two. Some 75% of 
the orders involve case picking, and 25% 
pallets.

Nestle maintains overall management of 
the warehouse but the day-to-day operation 
is subcontracted. It is a system that has 
worked well for Nestle. In a recent stock take, 
it recorded an inventory accuracy of 100%. 

The centre is currently 65% utilised, and 
will handle Nestle’s expanding presence in 
the Philippines over the coming years.     
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Supply Chain 
Visionary of the Year
His Highness Sheikh 
Ahmed Bin Saeed Al 
Maktoum, president, 
Dubai Department of 

Civil Aviation

Supply Chain 
Manager of the Year
Joshua Wu, manager, 
APAC/Japan supply 

chain solutions, Intel 
Corporation

Airfreight Forwarder 
of the Year

Agility Logistics

Seafreight 
Forwarder of the 

Year
Kuehne & Nagel

Project Forwarder of 
the Year

Kerry Logistics

Air Cargo Terminal 
of the Year

Hactl

Container 
Terminal of the 

Year
PSA Singapore 

Terminals

The Supply Chain 
Software Award

Oracle

Shipping Line of 
the Year

APL

Air Cargo Carrier 
of the Year

Emirates SkyCargo

The Ethical 
Responsibility 

Award
NOL Group

The Supply Chain 
Security Award

UPS Supply Chain 
Solutions

Supply Chain Asia Logistics

The Green Supply 
Chain Award

Eastman Chemical

Global 3PL of the 
Year

DHL-Exel Supply 
Chain

Express Operator 
of the Year

FedEx Express
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wards wards 

Asian 3PL of the 
Year

YCH Group
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Lilian Chan, general manager, marketing and customer service, 
Hactl, after receiving the Air Cargo Terminal of the Year Award 
from James Williams, vice president, Asia Pacific, Virgin Atlantic 
Cargo

Vincent Wong, joint managing director, Kerry Logistics (middle), 
accepts the Project Forwarder of the Year Award from Greg March, 
director, City Connect 

Andy Weber, managing director, Kuehne & Nagel Asia Pacific 
(left), receives the Seafreight Forwarder of the Year Award from 
Vikas Khan, chairman & CEO, Emirates Shipping Line

Olaf Tauschke, senior vice president, Agility Asia Pacific (left), is 
presented with the Airfreight Forwarder of the Year Award by the 
Global Supply Chain Group’s Tony Fedorowicz

Laura Crampton of FedEx is greeted by Supply Chain Asia’s Turloch 
Mooney before receiving the Express Operator of the Year Award 
from Alex Fong, CEO, Hong Kong General Chamber of Commerce

Supply Chain Asia January/February 2008
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Roger Yap, vice president, global operations, YCH Group (middle) 
poses with Gary Ooi, country manager, China, SSI Schaefer, after 
receiving the Asian 3PL of the Year Award

Supply Chain Asia January/February 2008

Kuah Boon Wee, CEO, southeast Asia and Singapore Terminals, 
PSA (middle) accepts the Container Terminal Operator of the Year 
Award from Andy Weber, managing director, Kuehne & Nagel Asia 
Pacific

Jacky Lau, cargo manager, Hong Kong, Emirates (middle) with the 
Air Cargo Carrier of the Year Award presented by Olaf Tauschke, 
senior vice president, Agility Asia Pacific

Jasbir Singh, senior director, supply chain management 
operations, Oracle Asia Pacific (left) is greeted by Turloch Mooney 
before receiving the Supply Chain Software Award from Vincent 
Wong, joint managing director, Kerry Logistics

APL’s John Garrett (left) holds the Shipping Line of the Year Award 
which was presented by Koen Overtoom, director, containers & 
logistics, Port of Amsterdam



Beyond the box

Hong Kong Air Cargo Terminals Limited www.hactl.com

We go beyond the box in every sense. Like a helicopter lifting into the blue, our service rises 

above the rest. Going beyond reliability and efficiency, we develop a genuine understanding 

of our clients’ needs and then meet them with professionalism, flexibility and care. With over 

30 years of experience, we are able to provide customised solutions for any requirement. Our 

service goes above the rest, you go beyond the best.
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Raymond Heman, manager, Asia Pacific Logistics & Polymers 
Supply Chain, Eastman Chemical, Asia Pacific (second from right), 
and, from left, Dr Wolfgang Partsch, Tony Fedorowicz and Vivek 
Sood of the Global Supply Chain Group (GSCC). Eastman won the 
new Green Supply Chain Award category sponsored by GSCC

Mark Millar, regional sector director, UPS Supply Chain Solutions 
(left) receives the Supply Chain Security Award from Richard 
Sadler, CEO, Lloyd’s Register Group

Michael Proffitt, CEO, Dubai Logistics City (left), about to receive 
the Supply Chain Visionary of the Year Award on behalf of His 
Highness Sheikh Ahmed Bin Saeed Al Maktoum, president, Dubai 
Department of Civil Aviation and chairman of Emirates Group, 
from Andrew Kemp, managing director, TT Club Asia Pacific

Peter Knapp, vice president, consumer products, DHL-Exel Supply 
Chain (left) accepts the Global 3PL of the Year Award from Vincent 
Cheung, vice president, BPS Global

Joshua Wu, APAC/Japan supply chain solutions manager, Intel 
Corporation, winner of the Supply Chain Manager of the Year 
Award, with Justina Liow, director, Europhia Consulting
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Mexico-Australia food processing 
factory relocation

In September/October 2006, Kerry Logistics undertook the 
move of an entire food processing factory from Los Mochis 
in the middle of Mexico to Echuca in rural Australia, about 
three hours from Melbourne on the Murray River. The client 
was Cedenco. 

We worked with Cedenco in breaking the entire factory 
down on site in Los Mochis and shipping key parts in sequence 
so it could be reconstructed in a specifi c order at destination.

Most of the pieces were over-dimensional and could not 
be shipped directly out of Mexico so had to be shipped for two 
days overland in Mexico with special over-dimensional permits 
and escorts, through US customs and border control, where 
the parts were unloaded and then reloaded onto special OD 
equipment for ocean freight shipping in Los Angeles.

The goods were then shipped to Australia where every 
piece had to be unloaded, washed and chemically treated at 
Melbourne port due to stringent quarantine regulations for 
food processing facilities.  

The parts were then moved on over-dimensional transport 
for three hours to Echuca. The total volume of the shipment 
was around 50 teus and various specialised equipment, such as 
bolsters and racks, was required to undertake the move. 

The entire project had to be completed under a strict 
timeframe. The factory had to be reconstructed and fully 
operational in Australia by December 2006,  in time for the 
tomato processing season. The deadline was achieved.      

List of judges of the 2007 Supply Chain 
Asia Logistics Awards

Mohd Radwan Alami, Chair of the Logistics Committee, 
Federation of Malaysian Manufacturers

Peter Boyce, Senior Business Manager, 
LRQA Security Management Systems

Dr Krizz Chantjiraporn, President, 
Thai Logistics & Production Society

Tony Fedorowicz, Supply Chain Manager, Orica Mining Services, 
Board Member, Logistics Institute of Australia

Professor Paul Lee Tae Woo, Head of Department of 
Shipping & Logistics Management, Kainan University, Taiwan

Paul Lim, President/Founder, Supply Chain Asia

John Lu, Chairman, Singapore National Shippers’ Council, 
Founding Chairman, Asian Shippers’ Council

Henrik Anker Olesen, Transport & Logistics Leader, Asia Pacifi c, 
IBM Global Services 

Catherine Truel, Board Member, SITPRO, Correspondent, Supply 
Chain Asia Magazine

Zaldy Masit Ilham, Board Member, Asosiasi Logistik Indonesia

Professor Su Shong-Lee Ivan, Director of Supply Chain
and Logistics Management Research, Soochow University, Taiwan

Vivek Sood, Managing Director, Global Supply Chain Group

Joshua Wu, APAC/Japan, Supply Chain Solutions Manager, 
Intel Corp

Chair of the Judging Panel, Turloch Mooney, Managing Director, 
Editorial, SC Asia Publications

Project Forwarder of the 
Year – winning submission 
from Kerry Logistics 

54 EVENT NEWS
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John Garrett of APL (left) after receiving the Ethical Responsibility 
Award from Neil Morrisson (middle), executive council member, 
Supply Chain Asia

From left, Supply Chain Asia’s
Frank Paul, Paul Lim and Turloch Mooney
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The ASC Index was created to track the 
growth and development of selected 
supply chain-related companies and 

operations in the areas of logistics, transportation 
and supply chain in Asia. The Index is not 
an advisory tool for investments, rather it is 
meant to provide additional perspective on the 
development of the supply chain and logistics 
industry in the region. 

Supply Chain Asia started tracking the 
movement of the 35 stocks on January 1, 
2007. 

Asia Supply Chain  
Index (ASC Index) 

Movement of selected stocks in the ASC Index

Australia/NZ

Toll Holdings 

Air New Zealand 

Qantas Airways 

Hong Kong/China

Cosco Group

Air China 

Li & Fung  

Hutchison 

Jardines

Swire Pacific 

China Shipping

BALTRANS

India

Shipping Corporation of India

Indonesia

Samudera Indonesia Group

Japan

Japan Airlines 

K Line

Mitsui OSK Lines

Nippon Express

Korea

Hanjin Shipping

Hanjin Transport

Korean Air

Malaysia 

MISC Berhad 

Konsortium Logistik Berhad 

Malaysian Airline System

Tiong Nam

Philippines

International Container Services

Aboitiz

Singapore

NOL

Singapore Airlines

Freight Links

Poh Tiong Choon

Richland Logistics

A Sonic

Taiwan

Evergreen Group

Middle East

Agility Logistics

ARAMEX
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Radio frequency identification (RFID) is a 
major enabling technology of real time 
location systems (RTLS) that provide 

location tracking of assets in real time, usually 
in a closed-loop network based on WiFi and/or 
other wireless network protocols. It has been 
used in automotive vehicle identification for 
over 15 years, but the focus of much effort 
today is on using RFID to track products for 
supply-chain management. 

Several barriers to full-scale, widespread 
deployment of RFID in the supply chain 
remain. These include the cost of RFID tags 
for the higher frequencies needed, lack of 
standardisation of networks and tag data, 
moving tag data from the pallet level to the 
item level and integrating RFID networks 
into existing systems. However, major pilot 
programs have been conducted and some 
systems are now in place. For example, 
last year Toshiba began using ultra-high 
frequency (UHF) Generation 2 RFID tags 
to track laptops at its plant in Regensburg, 
Germany.

Infrastructure includes not just tags and 
readers, but also sensor networks, as well 
as systems for data collection and analysis. 
Ultra-high frequency readers for the retail 

supply chain exist but in lower volumes. 
Supply chain RFID is happening now at the 
level of cases and pallets, but the goal is to 
get to the item itself, beginning at the factory 
somewhere in China where the product items 
go into a box.

Most current readers are proprietary 
designs that use both DSPs and ASICs. 
Very few semiconductor manufacturers 
are producing ASICs for readers in UHF 
applications and those are being sold in low 
volumes.

Today, an RFID reader for UHF systems 
consists of discretes and general-purpose 
processors. As chips have gotten denser, 
more complex data can be placed on tags 
so many tags can be read at once and over 
the longer read ranges required in supply 
chain applications. Although ASICs are 
already used in older high-frequency systems, 
longer-range UHF systems are a much harder 
problem to solve with ASICs. It’s going to take 
a few years before hardware is commercial. 

A new approach to designing RFID 
readers is software defined radio (SDR). This 
architecture may be necessary to achieve the 
cost and flexibility needs of deploying large 
scale supply chain management RFID. The 

ability to quickly and remotely upgrade SDR-
based hardware is valuable in a large scale 
environment and can make possible a much 
less expensive infrastructure. But to a large 
extent, the main challenges in supply chain 
management RFID lie less in the hardware 
than in the complexity of installation and 
deployment.

In addition, work is needed on application 
software to manage real time messaging 
both within and between companies. Most 
application software is not really designed 
to deal with highly automated, always-on 
data. Middleware is also needed to integrate 
other existing wireless systems, and there are 
human interface issues, since RFID will bring 
computing to people that don’t normally 
use it.

Standardisation will be required for the 
large scale deployments envisioned for UHF 
supply chain RFID systems. But the RFID 
standards situation is very complex, in part 
because of the complexity of RFID itself. There 
are a number of standards within a given 
frequency. Within each of those standards 
there are several different versions and a 
number of options for each version.

Finally, a move in that direction is the 
Generation 2 air interface standard for 
communication between RFID readers and 
tags, administered by EPCglobal, which 
will allow more information to be stored on 
each tag, provide greater security, and better 
address RFID environments that contain 
multiple sources of interference.      

Supply 
chain IT 
management 
challenges 
and RFID 
technology
Although the challenges in implementing RFID tracking 
in supply chain management are many, an infrastructure 
is gradually being put into place
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26 CONNECTING TO COMPETE: TRADE LOGIST ICS IN THE GLOBAL ECONOMY

Country

Logistics Performance Index Customs Infrastructure International shipments

LPI rank Score Confidence interval Rank Score Rank Score Rank Score

Singapore 1 4.19 0.05 3 3.90 2 4.27 2 4.04

Netherlands 2 4.18 0.04 1 3.99 1 4.29 1 4.05

Germany 3 4.10 0.03 4 3.88 3 4.19 4 3.91

Sweden 4 4.08 0.08 5 3.85 5 4.11 5 3.90

Austria 5 4.06 0.11 8 3.83 9 4.06 3 3.97

Japan 6 4.02 0.03 11 3.79 6 4.11 9 3.77

Switzerland 7 4.02 0.08 6 3.85 4 4.13 14 3.67

Hong Kong, China 8 4.00 0.04 7 3.84 8 4.06 7 3.78

United Kingdom 9 3.99 0.03 13 3.74 10 4.05 6 3.85

Canada 10 3.92 0.05 9 3.82 12 3.95 8 3.78

Ireland 11 3.91 0.11 10 3.82 19 3.72 11 3.76

Belgium 12 3.89 0.05 16 3.61 11 4.00 16 3.65

Denmark 13 3.86 0.10 2 3.97 14 3.82 15 3.67

United States 14 3.84 0.03 19 3.52 7 4.07 20 3.58

Finland 15 3.82 0.13 14 3.68 17 3.81 30 3.30

Norway 16 3.81 0.09 12 3.76 15 3.82 19 3.62

Australia 17 3.79 0.09 17 3.58 20 3.65 12 3.72

France 18 3.76 0.05 21 3.51 16 3.82 18 3.63

New Zealand 19 3.75 0.12 18 3.57 22 3.61 10 3.77

United Arab Emirates 20 3.73 0.08 20 3.52 18 3.80 13 3.68

Taiwan, China 21 3.64 0.09 25 3.25 21 3.62 17 3.65

Italy 22 3.58 0.05 29 3.19 23 3.52 21 3.57

Luxembourg 23 3.54 0.30 15 3.67 13 3.86 45 3.00

South Africa 24 3.53 0.10 27 3.22 26 3.42 22 3.56

Korea, Rep. 25 3.52 0.07 28 3.22 25 3.44 24 3.44

Spain 26 3.52 0.08 30 3.17 24 3.51 23 3.45

Malaysia 27 3.48 0.07 23 3.36 28 3.33 26 3.36

Portugal 28 3.38 0.11 26 3.24 31 3.16 33 3.23

Greece 29 3.36 0.15 31 3.06 35 3.05 37 3.11

China 30 3.32 0.04 35 2.99 30 3.20 28 3.31

Thailand 31 3.31 0.10 32 3.03 32 3.16 32 3.24

Chile 32 3.25 0.08 24 3.32 34 3.06 34 3.21

Israel 33 3.21 0.17 43 2.73 37 3.00 31 3.27

Turkey 34 3.15 0.13 33 3.00 39 2.94 42 3.07

Hungary 35 3.15 0.11 34 3.00 33 3.12 41 3.07

Bahrain 36 3.15 0.18 22 3.40 27 3.40 27 3.33

Slovenia 37 3.14 0.18 40 2.79 29 3.22 36 3.14

Czech Republic 38 3.13 0.15 36 2.95 36 3.00 43 3.06

India 39 3.07 0.08 47 2.69 42 2.90 39 3.08

Poland 40 3.04 0.11 38 2.88 51 2.69 52 2.92

Saudi Arabia 41 3.02 0.06 45 2.72 38 2.95 50 2.93

Latvia 42 3.02 0.16 58 2.53 58 2.56 29 3.31

Indonesia 43 3.01 0.13 44 2.73 45 2.83 44 3.05

Kuwait 44 2.99 0.52 59 2.50 46 2.83 76 2.60

Argentina 45 2.98 0.09 51 2.65 47 2.81 49 2.97

Qatar 46 2.98 0.19 67 2.44 55 2.63 46 3.00

28 CONNECTING TO COMPETE: TRADE LOGIST ICS IN THE GLOBAL ECONOMY

Country

Logistics Performance Index Customs Infrastructure International shipments

LPI rank Score Confidence interval Rank Score Rank Score Rank Score

Estonia 47 2.95 0.11 42 2.75 41 2.91 56 2.85

Oman 48 2.92 0.22 46 2.71 43 2.86 79 2.57

Cyprus 49 2.92 0.13 41 2.77 40 2.91 51 2.92

Slovak Republic 50 2.92 0.17 55 2.61 52 2.68 38 3.09

Romania 51 2.91 0.18 56 2.60 50 2.73 35 3.20

Jordan 52 2.89 0.13 54 2.62 56 2.62 40 3.08

Vietnam 53 2.89 0.18 37 2.89 60 2.50 47 3.00

Panama 54 2.89 0.15 48 2.68 48 2.79 58 2.80

Bulgaria 55 2.87 0.15 66 2.47 63 2.47 59 2.79

Mexico 56 2.87 0.05 60 2.50 53 2.68 53 2.91

São Tomé and Principe 57 2.86 0.49 61 2.50 95 2.20 25 3.40

Lithuania 58 2.78 0.21 52 2.64 80 2.30 48 3.00

Peru 59 2.77 0.15 49 2.68 57 2.57 54 2.91

Tunisia 60 2.76 0.15 39 2.83 44 2.83 55 2.86

Brazil 61 2.75 0.07 74 2.39 49 2.75 74 2.61

Guinea 62 2.71 0.24 62 2.50 75 2.33 85 2.50

Croatia 63 2.71 0.20 78 2.36 61 2.50 67 2.69

Sudan 64 2.71 0.19 79 2.36 72 2.36 68 2.67

Philippines 65 2.69 0.15 53 2.64 86 2.26 63 2.77

El Salvador 66 2.66 0.13 75 2.38 68 2.42 61 2.78

Mauritania 67 2.63 0.19 70 2.40 96 2.20 77 2.60

Pakistan 68 2.62 0.16 69 2.41 71 2.37 65 2.72

Venezuela, RB 69 2.62 0.08 77 2.37 59 2.51 66 2.69

Ecuador 70 2.60 0.26 88 2.25 73 2.36 72 2.64

Paraguay 71 2.57 0.15 100 2.20 64 2.47 113 2.29

Costa Rica 72 2.55 0.11 64 2.49 67 2.43 82 2.53

Ukraine 73 2.55 0.15 97 2.22 74 2.35 83 2.53

Belarus 74 2.53 0.25 50 2.67 54 2.63 126 2.13

Guatemala 75 2.53 0.18 87 2.27 104 2.13 73 2.62

Kenya 76 2.52 0.17 81 2.33 100 2.15 60 2.79

Gambia, The 77 2.52 0.32 89 2.25 76 2.33 69 2.67

Iran, Islamic Rep. 78 2.51 0.20 63 2.50 66 2.44 78 2.59

Uruguay 79 2.51 0.10 86 2.29 70 2.38 100 2.40

Honduras 80 2.50 0.11 65 2.48 79 2.32 93 2.48

Cambodia 81 2.50 0.12 104 2.19 81 2.30 95 2.47

Colombia 82 2.50 0.10 116 2.10 85 2.28 75 2.61

Uganda 83 2.49 0.16 99 2.21 99 2.17 98 2.42

Cameroon 84 2.49 0.25 57 2.57 114 2.00 110 2.33

Comoros 85 2.48 0.15 85 2.30 65 2.46 108 2.33

Angola 86 2.48 0.22 71 2.40 88 2.25 87 2.50

Bangladesh 87 2.47 0.18 125 2.00 82 2.29 96 2.46

Bosnia and Herzegovina 88 2.46 0.17 84 2.32 87 2.26 86 2.50

Benin 89 2.45 0.21 142 1.80 134 1.89 62 2.78

Macedonia, FYR 90 2.43 0.24 126 2.00 83 2.29 70 2.67

Malawi 91 2.42 0.26 90 2.25 105 2.13 81 2.56

Sri Lanka 92 2.40 0.14 91 2.25 106 2.13 112 2.31

Table A1 Country rankings on the Logistics Performance Index and indicators (continued)

Source: World Bank 2007

Country rankings on the World Bank Logistics Performance Index and Indicators
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Logistics competence Tracking & tracing Domestic logistics costs Timeliness

Rank Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank Score

2 4.21 1 4.25 113 2.70 1 4.53

1 4.25 4 4.14 120 2.65 5 4.38

3 4.21 5 4.12 135 2.34 8 4.33

6 4.06 3 4.15 129 2.44 4 4.43

4 4.13 12 3.97 141 2.24 3 4.44

5 4.12 7 4.08 148 2.02 6 4.34

8 4.00 9 4.04 139 2.26 2 4.48

9 3.99 8 4.06 119 2.66 7 4.33

7 4.02 6 4.10 143 2.21 11 4.25

12 3.85 11 3.98 91 2.84 13 4.19

11 3.93 15 3.96 121 2.65 9 4.32

10 3.95 14 3.96 122 2.62 10 4.25

15 3.83 17 3.76 128 2.52 18 4.11

13 3.85 10 4.01 144 2.20 19 4.11

14 3.85 2 4.17 142 2.22 15 4.18

17 3.78 20 3.67 147 2.08 12 4.24

18 3.76 13 3.97 97 2.80 20 4.10

19 3.76 16 3.87 136 2.34 23 4.02

16 3.82 19 3.68 89 2.86 22 4.05

20 3.67 23 3.61 98 2.80 17 4.12

23 3.58 24 3.60 42 3.10 14 4.18

21 3.63 21 3.66 132 2.39 27 3.93

33 3.22 26 3.56 85 2.88 25 4.00

25 3.54 18 3.71 124 2.61 31 3.78

22 3.63 25 3.56 110 2.73 30 3.86

24 3.55 22 3.63 107 2.75 29 3.86

26 3.40 28 3.51 36 3.13 26 3.95

34 3.19 30 3.44 102 2.78 21 4.06

28 3.33 27 3.53 88 2.87 16 4.13

27 3.40 31 3.37 72 2.97 36 3.68

29 3.31 36 3.25 25 3.21 28 3.91

35 3.19 37 3.17 114 2.68 44 3.55

32 3.23 29 3.46 145 2.17 41 3.58

30 3.29 34 3.27 112 2.71 52 3.38

37 3.07 44 3.00 57 3.00 34 3.69

59 2.75 47 3.00 140 2.25 84 3.00

36 3.09 52 2.91 32 3.18 33 3.73

42 3.00 35 3.27 10 3.40 42 3.56

31 3.27 42 3.03 46 3.08 47 3.47

38 3.04 40 3.12 23 3.23 40 3.59

51 2.88 43 3.02 106 2.76 39 3.65

48 2.94 41 3.06 73 2.94 35 3.69

50 2.90 33 3.30 92 2.84 58 3.28

47 3.00 32 3.33 130 2.40 32 3.75

44 3.00 46 3.00 93 2.84 46 3.50

43 3.00 38 3.17 56 3.00 38 3.67
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Country

Logistics Performance Index Customs Infrastructure International shipments

LPI rank Score Confidence interval Rank Score Rank Score Rank Score

Estonia 47 2.95 0.11 42 2.75 41 2.91 56 2.85

Oman 48 2.92 0.22 46 2.71 43 2.86 79 2.57

Cyprus 49 2.92 0.13 41 2.77 40 2.91 51 2.92

Slovak Republic 50 2.92 0.17 55 2.61 52 2.68 38 3.09

Romania 51 2.91 0.18 56 2.60 50 2.73 35 3.20

Jordan 52 2.89 0.13 54 2.62 56 2.62 40 3.08

Vietnam 53 2.89 0.18 37 2.89 60 2.50 47 3.00

Panama 54 2.89 0.15 48 2.68 48 2.79 58 2.80

Bulgaria 55 2.87 0.15 66 2.47 63 2.47 59 2.79

Mexico 56 2.87 0.05 60 2.50 53 2.68 53 2.91

São Tomé and Principe 57 2.86 0.49 61 2.50 95 2.20 25 3.40

Lithuania 58 2.78 0.21 52 2.64 80 2.30 48 3.00

Peru 59 2.77 0.15 49 2.68 57 2.57 54 2.91

Tunisia 60 2.76 0.15 39 2.83 44 2.83 55 2.86

Brazil 61 2.75 0.07 74 2.39 49 2.75 74 2.61

Guinea 62 2.71 0.24 62 2.50 75 2.33 85 2.50

Croatia 63 2.71 0.20 78 2.36 61 2.50 67 2.69

Sudan 64 2.71 0.19 79 2.36 72 2.36 68 2.67

Philippines 65 2.69 0.15 53 2.64 86 2.26 63 2.77

El Salvador 66 2.66 0.13 75 2.38 68 2.42 61 2.78

Mauritania 67 2.63 0.19 70 2.40 96 2.20 77 2.60

Pakistan 68 2.62 0.16 69 2.41 71 2.37 65 2.72

Venezuela, RB 69 2.62 0.08 77 2.37 59 2.51 66 2.69

Ecuador 70 2.60 0.26 88 2.25 73 2.36 72 2.64

Paraguay 71 2.57 0.15 100 2.20 64 2.47 113 2.29

Costa Rica 72 2.55 0.11 64 2.49 67 2.43 82 2.53

Ukraine 73 2.55 0.15 97 2.22 74 2.35 83 2.53

Belarus 74 2.53 0.25 50 2.67 54 2.63 126 2.13

Guatemala 75 2.53 0.18 87 2.27 104 2.13 73 2.62

Kenya 76 2.52 0.17 81 2.33 100 2.15 60 2.79

Gambia, The 77 2.52 0.32 89 2.25 76 2.33 69 2.67

Iran, Islamic Rep. 78 2.51 0.20 63 2.50 66 2.44 78 2.59

Uruguay 79 2.51 0.10 86 2.29 70 2.38 100 2.40

Honduras 80 2.50 0.11 65 2.48 79 2.32 93 2.48

Cambodia 81 2.50 0.12 104 2.19 81 2.30 95 2.47

Colombia 82 2.50 0.10 116 2.10 85 2.28 75 2.61

Uganda 83 2.49 0.16 99 2.21 99 2.17 98 2.42

Cameroon 84 2.49 0.25 57 2.57 114 2.00 110 2.33

Comoros 85 2.48 0.15 85 2.30 65 2.46 108 2.33

Angola 86 2.48 0.22 71 2.40 88 2.25 87 2.50

Bangladesh 87 2.47 0.18 125 2.00 82 2.29 96 2.46

Bosnia and Herzegovina 88 2.46 0.17 84 2.32 87 2.26 86 2.50

Benin 89 2.45 0.21 142 1.80 134 1.89 62 2.78

Macedonia, FYR 90 2.43 0.24 126 2.00 83 2.29 70 2.67

Malawi 91 2.42 0.26 90 2.25 105 2.13 81 2.56

Sri Lanka 92 2.40 0.14 91 2.25 106 2.13 112 2.31

Table A1 Country rankings on the Logistics Performance Index and indicators (continued)
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Logistics competence Tracking & tracing Domestic logistics costs Timeliness

Rank Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank Score

45 3.00 58 2.84 18 3.29 53 3.35

67 2.67 63 2.80 20 3.25 24 4.00

58 2.77 51 2.92 76 2.92 62 3.25

40 3.00 55 2.87 44 3.09 60 3.26

52 2.86 56 2.86 123 2.62 66 3.18

41 3.00 57 2.85 77 2.92 68 3.17

56 2.80 53 2.90 17 3.30 65 3.22

61 2.73 49 2.93 26 3.21 49 3.43

53 2.86 39 3.14 80 2.91 43 3.56

57 2.80 48 2.96 101 2.79 51 3.40

39 3.00 45 3.00 2 3.67 76 3.00

64 2.70 74 2.60 60 3.00 50 3.40

60 2.73 67 2.70 59 3.00 80 3.00

88 2.43 60 2.83 30 3.20 105 2.80

49 2.94 65 2.77 126 2.58 72 3.10

68 2.67 59 2.83 29 3.20 45 3.50

54 2.83 87 2.46 49 3.08 48 3.45

55 2.83 50 2.92 58 3.00 67 3.17

70 2.65 69 2.65 19 3.27 70 3.14

78 2.53 61 2.82 74 2.94 73 3.06

65 2.70 62 2.80 41 3.11 71 3.10

63 2.71 76 2.57 90 2.86 88 2.93

74 2.59 79 2.54 115 2.68 75 3.03

71 2.64 89 2.45 12 3.36 59 3.27

73 2.63 68 2.67 38 3.13 63 3.23

89 2.43 78 2.57 48 3.08 90 2.89

90 2.41 81 2.53 21 3.25 55 3.31

120 2.13 66 2.71 37 3.13 78 3.00

79 2.50 90 2.43 65 3.00 64 3.23

104 2.31 73 2.62 108 2.75 89 2.92

46 3.00 99 2.33 67 3.00 132 2.50

66 2.69 125 2.00 75 2.93 106 2.80

84 2.45 77 2.57 103 2.78 82 3.00

91 2.41 91 2.41 86 2.88 93 2.88

82 2.47 80 2.53 27 3.21 74 3.05

86 2.44 71 2.63 81 2.91 86 2.94

77 2.55 100 2.33 3 3.63 56 3.29

109 2.25 85 2.50 64 3.00 57 3.29

72 2.64 83 2.50 62 3.00 117 2.67

81 2.50 92 2.38 66 3.00 100 2.83

103 2.33 88 2.46 50 3.08 54 3.33

98 2.37 105 2.29 9 3.41 77 3.00

75 2.56 54 2.89 24 3.22 107 2.78

101 2.33 84 2.50 63 3.00 99 2.83

76 2.56 126 2.00 39 3.13 79 3.00

85 2.45 75 2.58 47 3.08 113 2.69
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Blog erg
Supply Chain

Because of their low-tech, easy-to-use 
nature, blogs have exploded not only 
as forums to discuss celebrity and 

political goings-on, but as a resource tool for 
finding solutions to real business challenges. 
With an increasing interest in logistics and 
supply chains, there is also a rise in the 
number of blogs on such issues on the net. 
Below are some excerpts that we found on 
the World Wide Web. 

Ten tips to improve your warehouse 
operations 
Companies often think their picking operation 
is efficient as long as products roll out on time 
and customers are happy. But most picking 
could use a reorganisation, and it’s all about 
the process you know ... and training, and 
people, and systems!

 
The following are ten tips to improve your 
warehouse operation.

 
1. Profile your orders
Your most popular SKUs likely change with 
the seasons, so re-slot your warehouse to 
accommodate your business model, and 
review the setup at least once a year. This 
ensures that your “A” SKUs are in the correct 
storage media and physical location, reducing 
unnecessary travel for your order pickers. 
Your warehouse management system (WMS) 
should have a dynamic “slotting” module.
 
2 .  A n a l y s e  y o u r  c u r r e n t  p i c k i n g 
methodology
Make sure your picking methodology 
suits your organisation. Whether you 
choose single order, multi-order, batch 
picking with a single picker, or zone 
picking, the correct picking methodology 
is critical for optimising productivity. Hey, 
you can always ask a 3PL to analyse it!  

3. Use software to sequence orders
Sequencing your orders by pick path, and 
batching together single lines, same-zone 
orders, and difficult picks — such as non-
conveyable items — saves tremendous time 
on the distribution centre floor. Again, your 
WMS software should be able to organise 
the workflow, and optimise sequence 
performance.

  
4. Create a warehouse within a warehouse
On the one hand, you can gain tremendous 
efficiency by grouping together the 20% of 
your SKUs that complete 80% of your orders. 
This cuts travel time for your pickers. Be sure, 
however, that the 80-20 area or zone is properly 
designed to accommodate high-volume 
activity. On the other hand, this is kind of old-
fashioned thinking; in this day and age of the 
Long Tail, you may not have the ability to utilise 
the 80-20 rule, because you may be selling “few 
of many,” instead of “many of the few!”
 
5. Evaluate your storage equipment to 
ensure proper application
Placing slow-moving, low-cube items in 
bin shelving and fast-moving items in 
carton/pallet flow or other appropriate 
storage options improves storage density 
and picker productivity. This also allows you 
to better utilise the DC’s cube. Seasonal and 
other promotions can mess with this idea, 
so beware.
 
6. Create “wheelhouse” zones in your 
picking area
You can increase picking productivity and 
improve order picker ergonomics by slotting 
your fastest-moving SKUs in the waist-
to-shoulder or “wheelhouse” area of your 
storage media.
  
7. Designate only two or three standard 
shipping cartons
With only two or three boxes to choose 
from — plus a few custom sizes if necessary 

— pickers will put orders together faster. 
Cutting down on sizes optimises freight 
expenses and reduces corrugated spend. It 
also makes it easier to support a pick-path 
methodology.
 
8. Consider automation
Order pickers spend about 60% of their time 
walking product or moving product around. 
Consider an automated solution, such as 
conveyance, to reduce extensive travel time. 
Multi-level pick towers also save travel time 
and are quite innovative.
 
9. Understand your technology options
Plenty of options are available to increase 
efficiency — including bar codes, radio 
frequency, pick-to-label, pick-to-light, 
and voice-activated technologies. These 
technologies are designed to provide different 
levels of increased picking productivity and 
improved accuracy.
  
10. Implement an incentive program for 
pickers
Incentive programmes can be extremely 
valuable to an organisation. To ensure your 
programme is effective, you must guarantee 
that productivity measurements are accurate, 
fair and equitable. Use key performance 
indicators (KPIs) to drive productivity.

Finding the right balance between these 
ten suggestions is quite a task. Perhaps the 
best way to accomplish this is to secure the 
services of a 3PL. However, significant strides 
can be made through consistent, common-
sense approaches to your warehouse picking 
operations.     

…Blog on Log

Send your supply chain andlogistics 
b l o g s  t o  t h e  E d i t o r  a t  t u r l o c h .
mooney@supplychainasia.com
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